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INTRODUCTION 

The effect of abnormal atmospheres on the growth of fungi and on 
the keeping quality of fruit and vegetables has been a. matter of dis
cussion for more than a century, and beneficial effects from different 
types of g,as storage have' often been report~d. 'I'he present studies 
were undertaken not so much with the idea of developing a method 
of storage as with the hope of finding at least a partial remedy for 
the spoilage that results from the warm cqndition of fruit I!orid 
vegetable products during the first hours after loadingfor shipment. 

1 The writers wish to acknowledge their Indebtedness to Neil E. Stevens for eooperatlon
In the strawberry and dewberry shipments, and to D. F.FiBher and his associates for 
cooperation In the shipments In which blower precoollng was used. They also wish to 
express their appreciation ot the kind cooperation of. growers, and lI,t' representatives of 
the various transportation companies eoncerned. 
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It seemed possible that a limited use of solid carbon dioxide might 
be of value ill this Iconnection, both because of its refrigerating effect 
and because of the inhibiting action of the c8fl'bon dim..ide gas pro
duced. To determine the practicability of this method of food 
preservation required detailed information concerning the various 
effects of the gas upon different fruits and vegetables under various 
conditions. 

Since, in p:r:elimillary experiments, it was found that the peach and 
the strawberry were particularly susceptible to injury from carbon 
dioxide gas, they have been given special consideration. This bulle
tin reports the results of four years' experimental work on peaches 
and strawberries, three years' work on dewberries, and tests on other 
fruits and on vegetables. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

In 1821 Berard (3}2 reported that most fruits ca.n be preserved for 
a certain ~""iod by picking a few days before they are ripe and stor
ing in an atmosphere free from oxygen. Peaches, plums, and apri
cots were held in good condition for 20 to 30 days, and pears and 
apples for 3 months; but when these periods were exceeded, the fruit 
failed to ripen upon removal to normal air. Berard's paper was 
considered of sufficient importance to be awarded a prize by the 
French Academy of Sciences, but apparently his new method of food 
preservation was not put into practical use. 

In 1895 Lopriore (930) showed that the germination of the spores 
of Mucor mucedo was delayed by the presence of 10 per cent of carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere, and that p,ure carbon dioxide, though 
producing total inhibition, did not kIll the spores even after an 
exposure of three months. 

In 1907 Fulton (12) reported experiments in which strawberries 
were stored in packages and containers having various degrees of 
tightness. A moderately tight package retarded mold to some extent 
alld was of material value in retaining the bright color and attractive 
appearance of the fruit, but packages that. were sufficiently tight to 
allow the carbon dioxide of the storage air to reach a concentration 
of 7 to 10 per cent in a period of six days caused the fruit to develop 
a bad flavor. . . 

In 1911 Gore and Fairchild (13) investigated customs already 
established in Japan and discovered that the astringency of J apa
nese pers~ons could be removed by three to five days' storage in 
an atniqsphere of carbon dioxide. 

In 1913 Hill· (16) reviewed the literature on gas storage of fruits, 
raised the· question of the effect of holding fruit in a tight refriger
!tior car without change of air, and pointed out the need of better 
means of preserving fruit in transit. He reported experiments show
ing that storage in oxygen-free air results in the spoilage of the flavor 
and quality of the fruit. Apples stored in hydrogen or nitrogen 
began to lose their normal color after four or five days. Peaches 
held in hydrogen, nitrogen, or carbon dioxide for seven days acquired 
a bad flavor, which was intensified by longer storage. The rate of 
softening of peaches was greatly decreased by carbon dioxide and to 

2 Italic numbers In parentheses refer to LlteratuN Cited, p. 58. 
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a considerable extent by hydrogen and.nitrogen. Ripe Concord and 
Catawba grapes respired as rapidly in hydrogen or in nitrogen as in 
air, and during the first 36 hours of storage this was also true of ripe 
Duke cherries; but the respiratory activity of green peaches was 
immediately depressed by storage in either hydrogen or nitrogen. 

Bartholomew (~) discovered that black-heart of potatoes is caused 
by a deficiency of oxygen reSUlting from poor aeratiun. 

Shear, Stevens, and Rudolph (30) found that cranberries held in 
nearly pure carbon dioxide were spoiled by the end of three days, 
the spoilal$e becomin~ evident in a loss of color, in a softening of the 
flesh, and ill the development of a bitter flavor. 

Brooks und Cooley (5) and Brooks, Cooley, and :Fisher (7, 8) 
found that high percentages of carbon dioxide for a shorf. period or 
low percentages for a long period delayed the ripening of apples and 
set'Ved as a partial preventive of apple scald, but that there was 
danger of injuring the flavor of the fruit. A.pples were held in pure 
carbon dioxide for two to six days at 15° C. with no evident inJury, 
but when the period of exposure was extended the fruit developed an 
alcoholic and nauseating flavor, often followed by a browning and 
softening of the flesh. A.pples were .held at 2.5° in an atmosphere 
containing 2 to 3 per cent carbon dioxide for 20 w.1eks without in
jury, and in one instance in 14 per cent carbon dioxide at 15° for 
several weeks without injury i but attempta to use higher percentages 
of carbon dioxide over a prolonged period resulted in serious damage 
to the fruit. 

Kidd and West and their associates of the Food Investigation 
Board of England made an extensive study of the effects of carbon 
di()xide upon fruit. In the report of the board for 1919 (14-, Rpt. 
j[,fJJ, pp. 17-18) it was stated that strawberries could be kept in ex
cellent condition for t:'l'.'ee to four weeks at 10 to 2° C. either in an 
atmosphere of oxygen or in one containing reduced amounts of oxy
gen and moderate amounts of carbon dioxide. Under both of these 
conditions the growth of fungi was markedly inhibited. In 1920 
(14, Rpt. 19~O) an experiment was reported in which the storage life 
of apples was doubled by holding in ~as storage with an average 
concentration of 14 per cent carbon dlOxide and about 8 per cent 
oxygen. 

In a special report of the board in 1923 (18) it was pointed out 
that the losses in oversea shipments from soft scald of apples and 
brown-heart of applE:',s are due to the poor ventilation in the hold of 
the shi'p with the accompanying increase in carbon dioxide and de
crease ill oxygen. The lowest concentration OT carbon dioxide associ
ated experimentally with the occurrence of brown-heart was 13.6 
per cent. In a special report in 1927 (19), gas storage 'was shown 
to give its optimum results at a temperature of about 46.5 0 F. At 
that temperature, storage in atmospheres containing 12 per cent of 
carbon dioxide and 9 per cent of oxygen practically doubled the 
storage life of apples and was approximately equivalent to air stor
age at 34°. It was found that gas storage (10 per cent carbon dioxide 
and 11 per cent oxygen) owed its effectiveness as much to the reduc
tion in the quantity of oxygen as to the increase in carbon dioxide. 

These investigators considered that 10 per cent of carbon dioxide 
might be exce~:sive at temperatures below 42° F., and 11 per cent or 
less of oxygen dangerous at temperatures above 65°. Diminishing 
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the oxygen or increasing the carbon dioxide concentration in an at
n;osphere was found to dacrease the respiratory activity in propor
tlO? ~o the effect upon the rate of ripening or aging of the apples. 
Withm the temperature range of susceptibIlity, they found that the 
onset of low temperttture internal breakdown was acc21erated by in
creasing the concentration of carbon dioxide in the storage air abovE' 
5 per cent or by reducing the concentration of oxygen below the nor
mal 21 per cent. . 

Brown (9) found that within very wide limits variation of oxy
gen pressure had little eff~ct on the germination and gr.owth of fruit
rot organisms,. whereas carbon dioxide retarded b'oth germination 
and growth. The lower the temperature the weaker the nutrient, 
and, to a less degree, the greater the density at which the spores were 
sown the more marked became this retarding action. He considered 
that the greater retardation at lower temperatures could be expl&ined 
partly on the basis of the gre!!ter solubility of carbon dioxide at 
these temperatures. A concentration of carbon dioxide as great al' 
:20 per cent at ordinary temperatures was ·found less effective in con
trolling .fungal growth than was a drop in temperature of 10° C. 
without carbon dioxide. He found that carbon dioxide is always a 
retarding factor in fungal ~r.owth except in cases where alkaline 
staling takes place, and then It acts as a remedy, making the growth. 
greater where the gas is present. 

Experiments were reported in which B otrytis cinerea, Monilia oin
erea, Rhizop;1.ts nigncans, Penicillium gla:IlQIl//11J, and other fungi were 
tested in atmospheres containing different percent.ages of carbon 
dioxide. Of the above fungi, B. cinerea was inhibited most by the 
action of the gas andP. glau(JlJITn least. When inoculated into apples 
and held at a temperature of either 5° or 15° C., Botrytis was .almost 
completely inhibited by 20 per cent carbon dioxide and greatly 
checked by 10 per cent. M. cinerea was also greatly inhibited, but 
not so much as Botrytis, while P. glaucum was very little affected 
even by 20 per cent of carbon dioxide. 

Bergman (4) found that in unventilated cars of strawberries the 
carbon dioxide did not exceed 2.5 per cent, and he considered this 
amount not injurious.

Magness and Diehl (~1) reported tha!; atmospheres containing 
carbon dioAide in concentrations of 5, 10, 20, and 50 per cent, respec
tively, with 20 per cent of oxygen, markedly inhibited the softening 
rate of apples, the retardation in rate of softening varying with the 
carbon-dioxide concentration. Concentrations of 5 and 10 fer cent 
o,f carbon dioxide had no appreciable effect upon the flavor 0 apples. 
In concentrations of 20 per cent of carbon dioxide, however, there 
was a slight flavor of fermentation, and fruit held in concentrations 
of 50 per cent of carbon dioxide was entirely inedible. The experi
ments were made at 71.5° F. and were continued for a period of from 
10 to 11 days.

Stevens and Hawkins (31) suggested the possibility that the ac
cumulation of carbon dioxide in the center of a tightly packed car 
of strawberries might be sufficient to reduce the rot development. 

Thomas (313) found the percentage of carbon dioxide in the stor
age air to be a controlling factor in the production of alcohol and 
acetaldehyde by apples. 

http:Rhizop;1.ts
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Durrell (10) l'eported that concentrations of from 1 to 5 per cent 
0.£ carbon dio~':::ide stimulatild the spores of Bas~'SJporiwrn galZMU/m 
to profuse germinat;,on, whereas control cultures failed to germinate. 

Fellows (11} found that a variation in the carbon dioxide content 
of the atmosphere between 0.9 and 18 per cent did not greatly affect 
the growth of OphiobolJus gramini.s. In liquid medium, growth 
diminished gradually as the oxygen concentration decreased; on solid 
medium, marked diminution in growth did not occur until the oxy
gen was below 6 per cent. 

Howe (11) found that a continuous flow of carbon dioxide into 
spore suspensions of U stiZago levis in(!reased the percentage of germi
nation" apparently as a result of favorable changes in the hydrogen
ion concentration. 

Platz, Durrell, and Howe (~6) reported that atmospheres contaiu
ing 15 per cent of carbon dioxide were optimum. for the germination 
of chlamydospores of Ustilago Z8(UI. They attributed the stimulating 
effect of the carbon dioxide to the increase in acidity that it pro
duced in the culture medium. 

Rippel and Bortels (931) found that spores of Aspergillus wiger 
germinated very poorly in an atmosphere free from 'carbon dioxide. 

Overholser (935) found that the stora~'~ life of Fuerte avocados 
could be considerably extended by holding them in an atmosphere 
having only 4 to 5 per cent of oxygen and not over 4 or 5 per cent of 
carbon dioxide. Exposure to an atmosphere containinO' 20 to 25 
per cent of carbon dioxide did not result in objectionable flavors) 
but prevented normal softening of the flesh even after removal from 
the experimental conditions. 

In another pUblication, Overholser (934) reported that the astrin
gency of Japanese persimmons could be removed by expo~ure to an 
atmosphere of carbon dioxide for 12 to 24 hours. . 

Barker (1) found oranges less liable than apples to injury from 
high concentrations of carbon dioxide. Pronounced injury resulted 
after five weeks' 5torage in 25 to 40 per cent carbon dioxide at 34° F., 
but not at 45° and 55°. 

Onslow and Barker (933) reported that the alcohol content of 
oranges severely injured by storage in an atmos£here of high carbon 
dioxide aHd low oxygen concentration is significantly higher than 
that of control oranges. 

Thornton (33) has shown that the life of cut flowers, especially. 
roses, can be prolonged by holding them in an atmosphere containing 
a relatively high percentage of carbon dioxide. For a 12-hour 
period, concentrations of 60 to 80 per cent of carbon dioxide were 
found desirable, and for a 24-hour period, concentrations of 30 to 
50 per ceRt. In a later publication Thornton (34) reports the 
tolerance of various fruits and vegetables to carbon dioxide. 

The effect of carbon dioxide upon bacteria has been investigated 
from many angles, the results varying widely with the species tested. 
The literature. extends over a period of 50 years and recently has 
been fully reviewed by Valley (35) , 

PURPOSE OF THE INVESTIGATION 

It is evident from the results cited that increases in the carbon 
... dioxide content of the storage air may have a marked effect upon 
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buth fruit and fun~i and that this effect will vary with the temper
ature and also WIth the organism. Despite the well-established
fact that carbon diozide has a definite inhibiting action upon certain
parasitic organisms and also upon the ripening of certain fruits, the
mvestigators who have made the most thorough study of the sub
ject apparently have not felt justifieci in recommending gas storagefor general use, because of the danger of injuring t.he frUIt.The present studies have been made with the particular purpose ofdetermming the effect of short-period gas stornge, such as mIght be
used in car-lot shipments, as a possible substitute for precooling. 


METHODS AND APPARATUS 

Experiments were carried out at constant 'temperatures with aconstant percentage of carbon dioxide, and aJ.~o in "pony" refrigerators.and In standard refrigerator cars where both the temperature and the percentage of carbon dioxide were continually droppingduring a considerable part of the period of the e1~periment. 
EXPERIMENTS AT CONSTANT TEM~ERATURES 

The constant-tempei.'ature experiments were carried out in a series
of six refrigerator boxes, each having a capacity of about 1 cubic
yard. .A. different temperature was maintained in each box thus
making it possible to test fruit of the same lot under six different
conditions of temperature.

The fruit and the cultures of fungi that were used as controls were
held in moist chambers having a capacity of about 1 gallon. Those
that were subjected to carbon dioxide were hl:!ld in wide-mouthed
9-quart bottles. The usual glass stoppers for these bottles werereplaced by 2-hole metal stoppers sealed iu position with plasticine..A. constant percentage of carbon dioxide was maintained in thetest chambers by means of continuous renewal of the storage air.The desired atmosphere was made up outside the 5"torage containerand passed rapidly into it until the percentage of carbon dioxide inthe exit air had become practically constant. The movement wasthen slowed down but kept practically continuous throughout theexperiment. From 75 to 115 quarts of the gas mixture were passedthrough each container in a period of 24 hours.
The storage bottles for the prepared atmosphere were outside therefrigerator boxes, and the air from them was passed through coilsof copper tubing witbin the boxes before entering tl-e containers thatheld the. fruit and cultures. This arrangement brought,the temperature of the entering air down to approximately that of the refJ,'igerator box before it passed into the container holding the testmaterial.
The prepared atmospheres were always made by mixing carbondioxide with laboratory air. When the carbon dioxide content ofnormal air was increased to 10 per cent, the oxygen content wastherefore reduced from 21 per cent to 18.9 per cent, and with 25 percent carbon dioxide added the oxygen was reduced· from· 21 per centto 15.75 per cent. .
Carbon dioxide determinations were made either by the absorption method or by means of an electrical carbon dioxide indicator. ." 
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The desired perclmtages of carbon dioxide were usually maintained 
within 1 per cent, but where one-fourth VI' more of the atmosphere 
was composed of carbon dioxide the results of the experiment were 
not discarded if short-period variations of 2 or 3 pe~ cent. were found. 

EXPERIMEN'l'S IN PGNY REFRIGERATORS 

Except where otherwise stated, the pony-refrigerator experiments 
were made in SO-quart pony refrigerators of the type used in Florida 
strawberry shipments. These refrigarators have two ice pans, one 
across the top and a vertical one beneath which divides the berries 
into two separate stacks, each 4: baskets high, 2 baskets wide, and 5 
baskets long. Solid carbon dioxide was used as a supplementary 
refrigerant and as a source of carbon dio~-ide gas. It was always 
placed in the top pan and usually on top of a layer of ice. In later 
experiments it was placed in the four corners of the top pan and 
partly separated from the pan end from .the ice by means of broken 
berry baskets or similar material. 

Complete temperature records were obtained by means of recording 
thermometers. These wer~ placed in the bottom of the berry baskets 
and peach carriers and the fruit poured in over them. The results 
of the recordjng thermometers were checked by taking the tempera
ture of the fruit at the close of the experiment and in some instances 
by placing resistance thermometers heside the recording ones during 
the experiment; the results were usually in close agreement. During 
the periods of rapid cooling the temperatures as reported probably 
more closely represent those of the outside tissue of the fruit than 
either the air temperature or the temperatures in. the center of the 
individual fruits. 

Samples of the atmospheres within the-refrigerators were obtained 
by means of copper tubes that passed through the drainage outlet 
and extended up through the central ice pan and over into the mass 
of fruit. Carbon rlioxide determinations were made as described 
under constant temperatures (p. 6). 

EXPERiMENTS IN STANDARD REFRIGERATOR CARS 

In the refrigerator-car experimeTlts, solid carbon dioxide was used 
as a supplementary refrigerant, as with the pony-refrigerator tests. 
The cars were iced in the usual manner, and the solid carbon dioxide 
was placed in the main body of the car on top of the load of fruit, 
as described in the legends of Figures S to 11, 22 to 26, and 29 00 33, 
inclusive. 

Recording thermometers were packed in the baskets and carriers, 
.as described above for the pony refrigerators. -They were always 
placed in the top baskets or carriers of the top crates and in the 
bottom baskets or carriers of the bottom crates. 

Samples of the atmosphere within the car were obtained by means 
of tubes of copper and rubber extending from various points in the 
load out through the upper opening of the bunker to the top of the 
ear. Air was drawn out through these tubes by means of an air 
pump until the percentage of carbon diox:de became constant, and 
tlamples were then taken for record analyses. .Analyses were made as 
described under constant temperatures. 
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STRAWBERRY EXPERIMENTS 

In the strawberry experiments special Ittt~ntion was given to thefirmness and flavor of the fruit and to the rate of development ofthe rots.
The firmness of the fruit was determined by pressure tests, madeafter methods similar to those reported by Magness and Taylor (~).The berry was placed on the platform of a dial cigar scale, andthe rounded end of an indelible pericil (7 mm in diameter) wasbrought steadily down upon it and the pressure increased until theberry was punctured. The pressure was read in ounces asregistered on the scale at the time of puncturing.
The question of determining whether the flavor of the berrieswas normal at. the cloRe of an experiment was found to be a mostdifficult matter. A. conclusion was reached by having two or morepersons test the flavor without knowing the previous treatment.Individuals would sometimes disagree as to whether the treated orcontrol lots had the more desirable taste; but whenever it was evidentthat the flavor had been changed by exposure to carbon dioxide,it was considered advisable to set this down to the discredit of thetreatment, even though some individuals might find nothing objectionable in the change.
The first effect resultipg from the carbon dioxide treatments wasa slight loss of aroma. 'With more prolonged or severe treatment,this was followed by a still greater loss of flavor and finally by thedevelopment of an odor of fermentation and by other definitelyobjectionable qualities. The 1110re highly aromatic, highly flavoredvarieties seemed to show the effect of the carbon dioxide treatmentsooner than did those having less aroma.
Practically all the rots that developed without inoculation weredue to either Rhizopus or Botrytis, so the inoculation eXiJerimentswere confined to these two or~anisms.s Rhizopus has been foundto cause 1110re decay on strawberries in transit than all other rotorganisms combined (~8). Botrytis probably comes next to Rhizopus as a cause of loss and is of special interest because of the difficulty of controlling it by means of low tem1?eratures.
Bot1-ytu aine1'ea Auct. and Rhizopus wifl'ruJanJ8 Ehr, were grown onpotato-dextrose agar in various concentrations of carbon dioxide andat various temperatures. The agar was poured into Petri platesand allowed to harden. The spores were then pushed into the layerof agar by r.leans of a sterile needle. The depth to which the sporeswere pushed did not seem to have any effect upon the inhibitingaction of the carbon dioxide. The results of the experiments areshown in Table 1. . 

• The writers are indebted to L. L. Harter for the pure cultures of RhfzoPll8 niuricanathat were used In their Inoculation experiments. The Botrytls cultures used in the inoculation work wera ohtlliped :Crom active J:ots on strawberries and apparently were B. cinerea. 
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T.-\BLE 1.-Growth of potrytis cinerea and. RhiZopus nigricans on, cu.Zture metUa 
inatmosl;'heres containing 'Various perc6l~tage8 of carbond.f0:rid.~" 

DJruileter of colony 
i 


Length :~ 
CO, In atmosphere (P,er cent) Tem· of treat- Botrytis , Rhlzopus

perature ment 1 


In 00, Control In CO, Contro} 
-------------1-------'---------'--

OF. Hour, Mm Mm Mm. Mm 
10••••••••_••••••••"" •••••••••••..••••.•• 69 23+164 19 23. 2 ~••__• ________ •__... 

10•••••••••••••" ••_•••_••••_._......._._. 50 23+164 8.2 10 •••••--.-- __...__.,. 

10..........._ ............................ 41 24+163 . 2.1 2. II .....'... __ ••••••_ .... 

13._...................._.................. 68 22+60 2U 

13......_................_....._..._...._._ 59 22+50 20.5 
 ~a :::::::::: :::::::::: 
13_.___.................................... 60. 23+49 3.2 4. 3 .......... ______.... 

13..___._••••••••_......._•••••..•••••••_. 41 23+49 .5 ,.8 ••__.......__.....__ 

17•••_................... , •••'•••_.••••••••• 77 22 (25) (8&6) __....__..........-:.. 

17.v.~._ ..................__.....~... _ .... _ 68 23 (26. 5) 
 (301' ~.-................ . 
17................_ ...._ ........_........ 59 24 (9.5) 26 .............__, ..__ 

17.........................__........____•• 60 46 (23.5) , 33 .................... 

17~__......__...................__••__..... 41 47 \8) 21; ..................~. 

17•••••••••_••••_••__...................... 32 48 14' .................___• 

19••••••• __.........__....._.......__ ...... 77 24 (t~ 15.') .................__• 

19.........__........__ .....__......_< ....._ 6!) 25 (17) 19.3)1...__................ 

19_._......_ ...___.._....___....___......_ 59 26 

19......................................... 50 48 ij: ~l:::::::::: :::::::::: 

19......__................................. 41 48 {i~ (8.IW~......._• .......... 

19._......... _ ..............._.__........ 32 48 (.:~ (3. 8) '_••__• ___ • _______••• 

23_____..__........._.................._••• 
 77 72 2 

23~_.........._.____....................... 68 72 5 ~, \'--'''-.0' '-"-"~95 

23.....__•••__•__••••••••••_............... 69 72 o 30 0 32 

~-.--....--..-.-....--.--........-......-. 50 72 o : O. 2 

....;» ... -------........ _ ....--------------------------- 41 100 o 5 -···---30· ---"--'00
37••••_.............__....__• __............ 77 26 o 

37......."................................. 68 26 o • 0 12 

37..................__............____ • __ __ 59 50 12 0 30 

37...................___• __................ 50 98 o 13 0 21 

46.......__..........__• __ ••••••__.....__•• 77 24 o 7.3 •••______ • _______ .._ 


68 24 o 


o 

46._______•____.....__ •____....__.......... 2.5 ...._____.......__... 

46...........__...____..........._____..... 59 22+23 o 5 _••___•__• __..____.. 

46__......................... __......__ ....\ 50 26+45 .8 2.li .......... __.••___ ._ 


I Where two nUmbers are used, the first shows the hoars lIf exposure to carbon dioxide and the second 
the additional hOllIS at tho given tIImpemture before the record was taken. 

, Numbers In parentheses show the increase In diameter ofcolonies that were Jarge enough to be measured 
:~~~t'!~~mentwas started. In all other cases the InocuJaUoDs were made at tbe Ume the experiment 

STRAWBERRIES AT CONSTANT TEMPERATURES 

Strawberries also were held in variolls percentages of carbon di
oxide at various constant temperatures. From 8 to 15 berries were 
used under each condition tested .. They were selected individually 
and with great care, in order that those to be compared'under differ
ent conditione should be as nearly ·alike as possible in maturity, 
firmness, size, color, and freedom from injuries. The Rhizopus in
oculations were. made by pushing the spores into the flesh of the 
strawberries in the usual manner. Botrytis inoculations that were' 
made., in the same way caused no evident development during the 
period of the experiment, but it was found that oy cutting 4-milli
meter disks of mycelium and agar from Petri-dish cultures and 
placing them on the berries a definite rot and a measurable growth 
of mycelium could be secured. The Botrytis growth measurements, 
as reported in Table 2, indicate the increase in diam~ter of these 
mycelial disks. The pressure tests were made as described on page 8 
and the carbo.n dioxide atmosvheres were prepared.as described under .. 
Methods and Apparatus (p; 6). The results are reported in Table 2. 

118249-32-2 
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TABLJiJ 2.~~ffect8 of differe1/,t percentages of carbon dioxide on 8trawberries at variou8 constant temperatures 

Pressure test Flavor Development of rots 

Increase In d.lam·1 Infectfotts (rom
Length 	 eter of Botrytls Rhlzopus lnocu"CO,ln Temper· \ of CO, 	 colony lationsVariety Date 'atmDs, ature treat. I Before Afterphere ment j CO, CO, CDntrDI . After C02 treat· Control 
~'~~tt ~;t ment 	 AfOOr. After . 

t~l. CDntrDl t~l. Colitrol 
ment ment 

Percent ---:;:- .Hourl I-;;;;;:;;: Ouncu Ouncu 	 ~~~ Percent 
U. S. D, A. No. 4.50:........ June 5,1929 10 68 22 ' 7.8 7.3 Slightly Jlat.......Oood••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••c••• 


N~::::::::::::::::::::: :::::a~:::::::: 19 : ~ ~: ~ ~. 6 ·LaSSd~avor:::::::: :::a~::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::~:::: 
Do: •••••••••••••••••••.•••••do........ 10 41 24 9.9 7.3 •••••do••••••••••••••••do•••••••.•••••••••••••••••••."••••••••••••; •••• 


U. ~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ;~;~~;~~~~~; n 'H ~ li U:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~J~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ 
DO•••••••••••••.•••••••.••••do........ 13 41 23 ••.•••••.• 9.5 8.9 •••••do••••••••••••.•••dD•••..•••••••~ •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 


M1~~r!::~~~:~~;~;~==:= :~;1~~:~~:.! i~ ¥o ~ ::=====:== =====:==== ===:::::== ~~:~~~~::::=::: :J~:===: :::::::::: :::::::=== ::::::=:=: ::::::::~:
DD•• ~ ••••.•~.•••.•••..••••••dD•••••••~ 17 50 46 ............................... Good•••••••••••••••••dD••••••••.••••••••••••••••.••.•••••••••••••••• 

DD•• ~•••••••••••..••••.•••••do........ 17 41 47 ••••••••..•••••••..••••..••••••••••dD•.••••••••••••••dD••.,•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• 

DD••••.•~••• ~ .••.•••••••• ~••dD........ 17 32 48 ••••.••••.••••.••..•••••••••.•••.•.dD••••••••••••••••dD••••.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••_~••~. 


MlfJ~~~!:::~:::::::::::::: :~~~~~~:~~~: ~! ¥o ~ :::~:::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::J~::::::::::::: :Jt::: :::::::::= :::::==::= :=:=:::::: ::::~:::: 
DD••••••••••••.•••••••••••••dD........ 19 50 26 •••••••••.••••.•••..•••..•••.••••••dD•.••••••...•••••do••••••.••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••• 


N~::::::::::::::::::::: ·::::a~:::::::: 19 ~~ ~ ~::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::~g::::::::::::: :::~~::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::~:::: 

~~::::::::::::::::::::: :~:~~~~:~;~: .~ .~ ~. :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: .~~d~::::::::::::: ·~i~:::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
DD••••••••••..•••••••••.••••dD........ 201iO 47 •••••.••••.•••.••••..•••.•••.• PDDr••••••.••••••• Fair••••.••••••••••••.••••••.•••~............~.•••• 


',:.,... ~~:::::::::::::::=::::: :::::~~:::::::: ~ ~ ~~ :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ~~~(C~::::::::::: 'G~iC: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 

Do••••••••••••••••.•••• .Api'. 9,1928 23 77 . 48' 9. S 10.1 5,7 ••••.dD.•••••••••••• PODr.... .••••••••• •••••••••. 0 67 


Klondlke.HQwsrd 17 (crDss) May 31,1928 2S 77 45 9,3 9.1 4.1 Distinctly oll.•••• GODd.... 0 15 •••••••••••••••••••• 

Missionary•••: •••.••••••••• Apr. 9,1928 '23 '68 48 9.8 9.31 11.6 GDDd..•••••••.•••.•••dD..... •••••••••• •..••••••• 0 65 

K~ndlke:How8rd 17 (cross) May 31,1928 2.'1 68 45 9.3 9,8 7 Distinctly olI ••••••••dD..... 0 12 ..................... 


~::~::::::::::::::::~:::: ~:~ ~ fg~ .~: ~ .....~~.~. :::::::::: :::::::::: ~~~OiiiB:::::::: :J~::::: ~.T-.•~~.,...•.~..• :::::::::: :::::::::: 
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22 ---------- 12. 8 12 _____do___ .--------- ___do_______________1__________ ---------- -------~~-.U.S.D.A.Nos••50Iln!l668 May ~,1929 23 68 9.8 13. 2 8. 2 Oood.....________ • ___ do•• ___________ : __________ (I ,,- --'0
Missionary_________________ Allr. ll, 1928 123 00 96 

9.3 9.3 9.1 Distinctly ott________do_____ 0 II ---------- ---.-.---.Klondlke·Howard 17 (cross) 31,1928 23 00 47
Hetlln__ .___________________ MayMay 25,1928 23 00 72 
Aroma______________________ May 17,1929 23 00 22 ______~:~____ ._~::~_ .____ .~:~. b~;C=========== ===~~===== == ______~_ -----~~--- ========== =:====:::: 

._________ 12. 5 13.3 _____ do._.__________ - __ do.____ ---_______ -_---_---- ---------- --------.:
U.S.D.A.Nos.450and668 May 27,1929 23 00 22 9.8 11.8 8 Slightly off___________do_________________________ ---------. ---._____ _Missionary __________ •_____ Apr. 9,1928 23 50 120 ht:l 

9.3 10.5 9.4 I,a~king navor_______ do____ 6 7.5 .----_____ --------- Klondike-Howard 17 (cross) May 31,1928 23 50 47 
Hellln ____ ._ ••• _. ___________ May 25,1928 23 50 73 8. 3 9.2 ,10.4 O()od-- •_______--- _._do:___ 0 6 -----:---- ---_-----_________ • _____ •• __ • _____ • _________do_______ •_______do________________________ - ___ ..____ ---------  !Aroma____ ._. __ ._. ____ ._._. May 17,1929 23 50 26 _________ • 13.4 12; 7 ____ .do _______________do ___ • ____ : _______________ ---------- --------- 
U.S.D.A.Nos.450and668_ May 27,1929 23 50 23 g

9.8 13 12. 7 _____do..____________ .do._____________ ---------- ---------- ----------Mlsslonarf_______ •••• _. ____ Apr. 9,1928 :l3 U 124 9.3 12.7 11.4 _____do , __ •___________ uo____ 0 fl.5 - ______ ••- --------- 
Kkmdlke-Howard 17 (cross) May 31,1928 23 U 92 
Hellln.____ •__ •• __ •____ •___ • May 25,1928 23 U 100 8.3 13 9.3 Off a trace___________do____ 4, 8 ---------- ----.-----. ___________________• __________ Oood________________do_________________ •_____ • --_______ ~ ~ ----~---,,_-Aroma______ •___ •_____ •__ •• May 17,1929 23 U 26 __________ 11.3 10.4 •___ .do________ •• _____ do ______________ ---------- ---------- --------: 
U.S.D.A.Nos.450und668. May 27,1929 23 U 24 9.8 15.4 11.8 ____ .do , ______________do_.___ •______ •____________ ---------- ----."---.5 gMlaslonary •• _. ____ ••••______ Apr. 9,1928 23 124 

9.3 12.5 9.5 _._..do ,--.-------- •__ do:___ 0 .7.6 --________1_______.: Klondike-iloward 17 (cross) May 31,1928 23 .6 92 
Hellin _____ ._•• _________ .___ May 25,1928 23 .6 100 8.3 13 10.7 0118 tracc , _________.do____ 4 9 --________ --------- 

__________ ]4.3 9.7 Oood ____ •___________ do. _______________________ ---------- --------~-
U.S.D.A.Nos.450and668. May 27,1929 23 n 25 o 
Missionary____________ •___ • Apr. 17,1928 37 n 24 9.8 11.2 7 Falr_____ •_____,___ Falr_____ 0 .3.1l ---------- ---------- !2l 

Do. _____ •• _. __ •____ •___ Apr. 18, 1928 37 n 24 9.7 11.3 10.2 __ •__ do ___ •__________.do__ __ 0 4. Ii ---_______ ----------

Do_ •• _. ________________ Apr. 23,1928 12.2 10.5 5.9 Oood __ •___ •_____ • Oood___ 0 3.1 ---------- ---~------
')0 ___ • _________________ Apr. 17,1928 • 37 n 26 9.8 10.1 10.7 Fair__________ •___ • Fair__ ..__ 0 7.5 -- ___ : ____ --------- 37 68 24 
Do ___~.________________ Apr. 18,1928 9.7 10.2 r-:3 _____do____ ..._________ do____ 0 4 ---------- -------- ~7 68 24
Do _____________________ Apr. 2.1,1928 12.2 10.5 9.2 OooiL ____________ Oood___ 0 4.0 0 50137 68 26 ;Do. ______________ •_____ Apr. 18, !l!28 9.7 n.o 8.4 Falr__ ••__________ Falr____ 0 0 ---------- ----------
Do _____________________ Apr. 23,1928 12.2 14.5 8.3 Oood _____________ Oood___ 0 8 ---------- .-------__ 

37 00 48 
137 50 50

Do ______ • ________ •____ • Apr. 18, 10".8 9.7 12.3 11.6 ___ ••do ______________ .do____ 0 8 ---------- --------- 37 50 72 q
'37 I'dDo ________ •___________ • Apr. 2.1,1928 50 98 12.2 13.6 14.9 Fair._ ____________ Fair.---- 0 6 ---------- --------._ 

Do _______ •_____________ Apr. 18,1928 37 U 140 9.7 13 11.3 Oood _____________ Oood___ 0 1.5 ---------- ---------- oDo ________ •___________ • Apr. 23,1928 l2.2 13.6 14 Fair'. ____________ Fair____ • 0 5 .--------- --------- 37 G 100 

! 
~ Do ____ ••__________ •____ Apr. 18,1928 37 .5 140 9.7 11.4 12.3 SlightlyolL______ Oood __ • 0 3 -------------...----

Do ___________ •____ •• ___ Apr. 23,10".<8 37 .5 100
Do ____ •• _______________ Mar. 27,11128 g: ~ ~~: ~ 1~: g.~~~S~:::::::==::: ::=~~:::= ________~______ .~___ =====:::== ===::=:;::46 n 24 
Do ______ •_____ •__ •_____ Apr. 3,1928 46 n 24 0.1 11.3 4.6 Poor_______ .______ Fair_____ 0 4 ---------- ---.------

Do __.._________.. ______ Mar. 19,1928 46 68 24 8.6 10.2 9 Oood.. _________ ._ Oood_ __ 0 1.1 ---------- -----.----

Do ___ ....______________ Mar. 27,1928 46 68 24 12.R 11.2 11.2 ____ .do ______________.do ___ • ---------- .--------- -------.-- --------- 

46 68 24D<l ______ • ___ •__________ Apr. 3,1928 0.1 9 8.3 Slightiy off___________do___ • 0 4 ---------- -.-------- f!J 
8Do _______ .. __ ....______ Mar. 27,1\;28 ~6 50 48 12. tl 12.9 12.3 Oood. ___ ._._________do ____ ---------- ------.--- ----.----- --------.-


Do _____________________ Apr. 3,1928 46 00 27 9.1 11.9 10;2 SlightiyolL________ .do____ 0 2 ---------- --.---.---

Do. ___________________ • Mar. 27,1928 46 50 53 12.8 12.4 10.7 Oooel ________________do ____ .--------- -.-------- ---------- ----------

Do_____________________ Apr. 3,1928 ~46 50 51
Do_ ____________________ Mar. 27,1928 46 U 53
Do_ ____________________ Apr. 3,1928 ~.1~:~ ~H iH :::J~:===::=:=::=I=J~:==: --------~- ------~--- ::::::::::1::::::::::46 U 72Do __________________________ do _______ 46 72 9.1 10.5 9.9 •• ___ do , ______________do____ 0 0 --------.-J---------- ht:l'.5 
Do _____________________ Mar. 19,1928 8.6 12.3 10.1 _____do__________• ____do____ 0 1.6 rn----------1---------00 41• 46-23Do _____________ •____________do______ _ 8.6 11.6 11.2 _____ do _______________do____ 0 4 -----.---- --------- • 46-23 50 41Do ___ .._____________________ do _____ __ • 46-23 U 41 8.6 10.8 11.6 ____ .do~_ ..._______ I---dO---- 0 2.3 ---------- ----~-----

, During the 15 hours following th5 first 6 hours, 63 per cent instead of 37 per cent. J--I 
, During the 15 hours following the first 6 hours, 32 per cent instead of 23 per cent. • 40 per cent for 24 hours followed by 23 per cent for 17 hours. J--I, This Jar had no change of atmosphere during the experiment. 
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Table 1 shows that atmospheres containing 10 to 13 per cent of 
carbon dioxide had little inhibiting effect upon Botrytis grown on 
culture media, whereas atmospheres with 17 to 19 per cent of carbon 
dioxide had a checking effect approximately equivalent to that of 
a drop of 180 F. in temperature. With 23 per cent of carbon dioxide 
both Botrytis and Rhizopus were almost completely inhibited in 
most instances both on the culture media and on the fruit. (Tables 
1 ancl2.) On culture media Botrytis was more completely inhibited 
than was Rhizopus, whereas on the fruit the reverse condition held. 
With 37 per cent of carbon dioxide Botrytis was held completely in 
check at all temperatures, and wlth one exception this was also true 
of Rhizopus. 

The records on resistance to pressure at the close of the experiment 
were taken while the fruit was still cool. This, no doubt, accounts 
for some of the instances in which th~ pressure was higher at the 
close of the experiment than at the begmning (15). Atmospheres 
containing 10 to 13 per cent of carbon dioxide did not seem to have 
any pronounced checking effect upon the softening of the fruit, but 
those containing 23 per cent or more of carbon dioxide largely, if 
not entirely, prevented softening at all temperatures. At the higher 
temperatures there was usually a marked difference in firmness be
tween the treated and the control fruit at the end of the experiment. 
It was found that this difference was maintained for a considerable 
time after the removal of the fruit to the same atmospheric con
ditions. 

The small number of berries included in the tests and their wide 
individual variation made the determination of difference in flavor 
particularly difficult and the results, perhaps, somewhat unreliable. 
It will be noted that in the experiments carried out in 1929 and 1930 
injury was obtained with lower percentages of carbon dioxide and 
WIth shorter treatments than in the experiments of 1928. In some 
instances this may have been due to the variety of berries, but the 
-writers are convinced that as the work proO'ressed they developed 
:a much more critical sense of taste and that this accounts partly for 
the inconsistent results. In the experiments of 1928 no injury to 
flavor was detected after subjecting Missionary berries to atmospheres 
containing 23 per cent of carbon dioxide for 48 hours at 770 or 680 F., 
96 hours at 590•or 124 hours at 410; and no injury was detected after 
exposure to 37 per cent of carbon dioxide for 24 hours at 770 or 680, 
48 hours at 590, 72 hours at 500, or 100 hours at 410. In the experi
ments of 1930 a reduction in aroma was noted in Missionary and 
Dunlap berries after exposure to 17 per cent of carbon dioxide at 680 
for 23 hours, and in the experiments of 1929 a similar change in 
U. S. D. A. No. 450 was noted after exposure to 10 per cent of carbon 
dioxide for 23 to 24 hours at 500 and 410. The writers believe 
that the results of 1928 could be. duplicated if individuals of average 
taste discrimination were the judges, but in light of later experiments 
they are of the opinion that in some instances there may have been 
a loss of flavor in the 1928 experiments that was not detected at the 
time the experiments were made. 

The varieties with a relativelY' high aroma were the most suscepti
ble to injury from carbon dioxide. The Heflin, U. S. D. A. No. 450, 
and Aroma were more susceptible than were Missionary and Klon
dike. 
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;EFFEOT OF OARBON DIOXIDE UPON TRANSIT DISEASES 13 

Strawbetriesshuwed a greater endurance of carbonruoxide treat~ 
lnetits at lower temperatures than at higher ones. The differences 
w:ere;fairly consistent with the usual physiological responses to tem
perature. 

STRAWBERRIES JlI{ PONY REFRlGElU.TORS 

The pony-refrigerator experimentS Were carried ,out as described 
under Methods and Apparatus (p. 7) and. the inoculations were 
made as describe.d uncler Strawberries at Constant Temperatures 
(p. 9). In addition to the Petri-dish and disk inoculations,berries 
that were already rotten JrolJl Botrytis wer~ placed at various points 
m the basket,g, and at the close of the experIment, a record was'taken 
of the number of berr~es infected by contact with the rotten fruit. 

The result of the various pony-refrigerator experiments are shown. 

in Table 3 and in Figures 1 to 7, inclusive. . ' 


TABLE 3.-00ndition of 8t1'awbeme8 held in pony refrigerator8 with 80lia carlimr 

dWlDide a$' a 8upplementarv refrigerant 


I Ice . I 	 llotrytls rot 

~ Pres- Aver. Rhuo-
Ber· Dlam· In· age In. pusFigure ~gd ~~rr Flavor upon des eter of crease fee- On un; on un

reterenee 1 At be- At used upon removal frozen Petri· in dl, tions Inocu· I~~~"gin- d remav· dish ameter from lated berrl....nlnp.: en al colo- of one berries . .. 
nles disks rotten 

berry 

Per Num· Per Per 
Fig. 1: Lb •• Lbl. Lb•• Oz. 	 emt Mm Mm beT cmt cmt 

4 •••••• 13ti 0 0 9.1 Good•••••••••••••••• 0 8 1.8 11.7 25.4•••••do....______•___•b•••••• 105 15 80 12.5 	 4 3 .3 6 10.8c....___ 00 16 45 l2.1 Reduced I\roma_ •••• 16 4 .2 3.6 8 
75 20 60 12.~ 29 3 .1 2.7 10

d_. ____ _.__.do...........__•• 

Fig. 2: 


.a ...... __ ..... 135 0 0 9.1 Gaod................. 0 5.5 -_.....--- 3.2 24;9 5.4
b....__ 	 Very- good_________..125 .0 10 10.2 	 0 2.2 ------- 2.3 24.8 2.8 c' : c....___ 	 .....do...........____
120 1 15 9.9 	 2 0 1.7 18.6 3.6d.. ____ 
110 0 25 10.4 Reduced aroma ..___ 6 1 1.8 22.8 2.5 


Fig.4a:______ FaIr..________________ 

b...___ ___~_do..___________•• ...._---- ------135 16 0 8.9 	 0 2.5 2 27.2 

120 32 15 9.4 	 .5 ------- ;5 1.4 34.2c__..___ 	 .._~.do.._______..____110 40 25 8.7 	 2.3 ..------ ------- 1.8 1.2 31d.. ____ 	 ..___do....__..____ __~

100 47 35 11.4 	 6.7 .6 1.2 27.8-- ..---- -------
Fig; 4: 

a ...... ___ 	 Good.......___..__..14i 36 0 8.7 	 0 2 1.3 .4 17.6
b...___ 119. 42 15 11.1 Reduced aromB___ .. 6 0 0 .3 12Oft taste ___.._______c....___ 119 23 ;l() 11•. 9 	 9 0 0 .4 0.6 
d_ .._.. 	 Bad.._____ ..........
110 M 3e 13.2 	 f~ 0 0 0 e.s 

Fig.a5: ___· Good•..__ ...._____..50 8.3 	 0 27 2.9 47.7b..____ 183 0 	 ------- .... - .._-
156 67 16 9.6 RedUCed aroma .._.. 0 11.5 --_ ....-- -- .._--- .5 10.1 c....___ 	 ...__do.......______..
144 73 18 11 	 0 12 -_ ..- ... -- -- ... ---- 0 9 

Fig.	a6:.. 

b______ 161 ~2 0 9.7 Good~.---...-"------ 0 

-~----- ------- --_ .._.... 12 ""-...._-__. __do.._.•._.~__ •__ . 
c.._____ 145 66 15 14. 6 	 .5 ------- ------- ------- 8.9 .....----

.101 67 35 15.3 Oft l!avor l• _______._ 1 --.._--- ----... -- ..... _..... _- 7.6 ----~--
Fig.a7:______ Good._.._______••___163 22 0 7.3 	 0 5.8 -- .. -_ ..- .._----- 42.9 ------b______ 147 23 7 9.6 _____dO•• _-----" ..-..-, 0 3.6 --_ .. _-- ..--- .. -- 21.7 --_ ... --c______ • 	 •____do.•__••_.______ •94 37 8.6 	 0 3.6 ------- ------- 32.112 I 

I For data onvarle~/...COl, temperature, and length of treatment, see Figs. 1 to 7, inclusive. 

S Arter adays at 50 .If. the objectionable tlavor had d13appeared. 


In most cases two recording thermometers W'1re used in each re

frigerator, thus giving opportunity for comparing the temperatures 

in . aifferent pa~ of the same container. In the control the top 

layer waS sometimes a few degrees warmer than the bottom, es-: 
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p~ciaUy at'the begiIlI!ing andne.ar the clos.~ of the.~xperiment.· The 
~ldd1e layers were always warmer than tlie t?P layer, and the fruit 
In tl;lecorners was. always.. warmer thanthatm the center: Iiear the 
ve.rtlCal pan. '.' " ". 

Whero solid carbon dioxide was used, the top layer of fruit was 
usually as col~, as, and s~me~imescolderth~n, the bottom,layer;.l!-nd,
whe~ the. solId carbon <;lioXlde ,,:as placed mthe'corners olthe top 
refrigeratmg pan, the dIfference m temperature between the fruit in. 
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FIGURE 1.-Carbon dioxide curves :and 
tempel'ature curves In an experiment
with Klondike strawberries in pony 
~efrigerators, Chadbourn, N. C:,o ?4ay 10 
to 13" 1928: (I, Control rerrlgerator
with 135 pounds of ice; 11, refrigera
tor wl.th 105 pounds of Ice a,nd 30 
pounds of solid CO. ; c, refrigj!rator
with 90 pounds of Ice and 45 pounds 
of solid CO.;' fl, refrigerator with 75 
pounds of Ice and, 60 80unds of soUd 
CO•. (no record of C • percentage); 

, e, outside temperature. The thermo
graphs were In the top layer ot baskets 
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the center and that in the corners 
was much less than in .the control. 
Whenfre~zing ,injury resulted 
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FIGURFl2.-Carbon dioxide curves and tem
perature curves In an experIment wlth.Klon
dike strawberries IQpony refrigerators,.
Chadbourn,' N. C., May 28 to 31, 1928.: ",
Control refrigerator with 135 pounds of ice; 
b, refrigerator with 125 pounds of 'tee and" 
10 pounds of soUd CO.; 0, refrigerator with 
120 pounds 'of lce and 15 paunds of. ·solld 
CO.; d. refrigerator with 110 pounds of lee 
and 25 pounds of solid CO.. ;. e outsldetem
perature. The temperatures silowri are the
averllge of records trom the top lind .bottom 
layers of .baske~s . : . . '. 

from the use of larO'e amounts of solid carbon dioxide it was mostly· 
in the top layer and usually worse in the center than in the corners. 

Despite the fact that the use of solid carbon dioxide sometimes 
resulted in freezing injury, the temperature curves' of Figures 1 to" 
7 do not indicate that it greatly lowered the average temperature in .' 
the boxes. However, by the proJ?erplacing of the soIidcarbon di
onde it WllS found possible to brmg about a significant lowering of. 
the temperature in the. warmer parts of the refrigerator without 
causing fr.eezing injury in the colder parts. 

The most significant differences in temperature came at the close 
of the e1{periments in cases where the outside temperature )Vas high or 
the storage period prolonged. In such cases the temper~,ture of the 
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eonh,-Qlroseearlierand.;more rapi<Uy than ,tl18t of ,the'refrlgerator.. 
eontaining,solid carbon dioxide. A. reason. for this, is iounciin ,the 
amount of ice left in the different, boxes at. the close ,oftheae~
ments, as sh:own in the third column of Table 3. The .carbon~ ID:ilxitle; 
gasapparently}ad an insula~iDg. or .blanke~ :~dfect, t~at.'te,nded 
to' check the. actl~)ll of the. refrIgerants, thUs limitmg, the; mltialrate 
of cooling but eitending·the possible period: of refri.geration~·. " 

" The. carbon dioxide content of the. air: in the control refrigerator: 
was tested at various times and usually found to be 1 to 1% per cent. 
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FIGURE S.-Carbon dIoxide curve';' and .FIGuR!l4.~nrbon :dloXide curve~ and 
temperatlire curves In an experiment temperature curves' In an experiment
with strawberries from United States . with. strswberries"from United Stntes 
Department of Agriculture breeding Department of· Agriculture . breeding 
plots at Glenn Dale, Md., In pony re .plots afi\ Glenn Dale. Md., In pony
frigerators, June 6 to 9. 1928. The refrigersfurs!, June 15 to 18., 1928: II,
recorda were mnde on crosses Nos. I:!:! Control refrgerstor with 144, poundS 
a'lld' 197: II; Control refrigerator with of lee;· b,: refrlgeiator with . lUI 
135 pounds of Ice;' b, refrlgefator with pounds Qf Ice and 15 pounds of solid 
120poUJids of lce .and 15'pounds of CO;I' (no.. temperature: record); Ci', re
solid CO.; 0, refrigerator with: '110 .frlgerstor;· with 119 poundli ,of·. Ice 
pounds of Ice and 25·poundB of Solid and .20 pounds of solid CO.' .ct; refrig
CO.·; d,. refrlgerntor 'with. 100 p<>unds ersto!' with 110 pounds of' Ice and ,SO
of Ice and 35 pounds' of solid CO.; 6, pounds of solid CO. ;6, .outside 'tem
outside temperature." The thermo perature. The thermograpbs ·:Were In 
grsphs were In the top layer of baskets the' top layer' of baskets'.;.·...· 

, 
The percentage of carbon dioxide gas in the refrigerators in which 

solid carbon dioxide was used is shown in the. upper portions of 
Figures 1 to 7. Littl~difference was found in tnecarb9n" Clio~ae 
content of the .air in the different parts of the same refrigerator. 
The records as reported are based. on air samples t~ken from.near 
the center of the refrigerator. . . 

As would be expected, there was a fairly close relationslllp be
tween the amount of solid carbon dioxide used and the percentage 
of carbon dioxide gas in the air. There is, however, confilid,C;!rable 
variation in the character ,of the curves, B.S shown in FigureI' 1 to 
7. Part of this variation was due to the fact that the solid carbon 
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dioxide 'was not'alwaYs.bl'oken up, to tIiJ same degreerof fineness, and 
also't}:ui.t in':a, fewi~es free downward 'IIlovenient of the gas w:a.s • 
somtiwhat ;checked by· the containers" in -which the solid carbon 
dioxid~was'held;..' ., . 
. It;,willtbe' seeIilthat:the percentage of. carbon dioxide. gas mounted 

rapidly as'soon;.,as : the 'refrigerators 'Were closed; 8; maximum was 
s. 	 " offe~ reached·within half anhotir, followed bya rapid drop a few 

honrsdater;Dul'ing th0" first 6' to 10 hours, the carbon dioxide 
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FIGURE'5.~arbon dioxide cunes and tem
perature CU1TeS In' an experiment with 
Mlsalona!7 strawberries. In pony refrig
erators, Plant' .Clty, Fla., Marcil 4 to 1,
1929: G. Cont'rol refrigerator with 183 
pounds ot lee; b. refl:lgerator with 156 
pounds of lee' and ,Iii. pounds of solid 
Co.; Cct refrigerator with 144 PIIund. of 
lee ano 18 pounds of solid CO.. The 
refrigerator In c, had better insulation 
than 'the others, held 75 quarts 'of ber
ries, Instead of 80 quarts, and had Ice 
pans on the Bide Instead of on top and 
lil the center. 	 On March 4 the maxi
mum ollitBide tem~erature was 87' F;,
the minimum 	 66 ;, on March 5 the 
maximum was 74", the'Dllnlmum 54°: 
and on March 6 the maximum ,was 60° 
and the' minimum 48'; The berries 
used In, tile ,experiment were from tbe 
experlmentslplots,ot A. N. Brooks 
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FIGURIII 6.-carbon. dioxide cunes and 
temperature curves In an experiment
with strawberries from the United 
States Department ot Agriculture
breeding plots at Glenn. Dale, Md.!. In 
pony refrigerators, May 22 to 25, 11129. 
The records were made on crosses Nos. 
25 and 620 and on Missionary straw
berries: G, Cont'rol refrigerator with 
161 pounds ot Ice; b. refrigerator with 
145 PQunds· of Ice ,and 15 pounds of 
Bolld <::0; ; 0, 	 refrigerator with 101 
pounds ot ice and 85 pounds of solid 
CO.. The refrigerator In o' hild bet
ter insulation 	 than the othera and" 
lacked the vertical Ice pan described 
for the' standard refrigeration. Tbe 
temperatures shown. are the "average
ot record,,!! from the top and bottom 
layers of baskets." On May 22 the 
maximum outside temperature was 68· 
E., the minimum 46' ; on May 28 the 
maximum was 75·, the minimum 45" ; 
,and on May 24 the maximum was 77°,
the minimum 60· 

<;'Qnte~t. w"as." \lSnally 40 to 80 per cent, but by the end of 24. hours it 
had UsUlilly dropped below 10 per cent, and often to 1 or 2 per cent. 

In cases: where the carbon dioxide content of the atmosphere had 
fallen to 25 per cent· within 12 hours and to 10 per cent within 24 
hours, ~o .injury to the flavor of the fruit could be detected; but in 
mos~ instances where these percentages were exceeded there was 
either a loss of flavor or, in the more extreme cases, a definitely dis
agreeable flavor. In the three instances where 12 pounds or less of 
solid~carbon dioxide was used and in three of the five instances where 
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15 or 1~ pOlmds was used the flavor of the :fruit was not'aifected. 
Rapid cooling seemed to decrease the probability of injury; this is 

., in agreement with the differences in results at various constant 
. temperatures, as shown in Table 2. 

Sample lots of iruit, after removal from the various refrigerators, 
were held for later tests of ilavor. In a few instances berrIes lack
ing . in aroma upon removal re- !Y 
gained their normal flavor, but in ~60 
most instances they failed to ~ ~ " 
do so. ~ I, 

, Increasing the carbon dioxide i !~~ 

content of the storage air had a ~ 

very significant effect on the firm-' ~ 

40 

n', 

ness of the fruit. Disregarding the~!It zo 
 \
results of the experiments in which ~ '\ir=--,

the flavor of the berries was af 1"-... 

fected, the average resistance to '~o 

pressure at the end of the experi- ~ z.i§. 

ments was 8.1 ounces in the control ~ ~ 

refrigerat{)rs and 11.2 ounces in the ~68 zo~ 

refrigerators containing solid car- ~.:r9 'S~ 

bon dioxide. There was usu- A\ ~ 

ally a corresponding contrast in ~ '0 ~ 

the number of e}.-i,remely soft ~, s ~ 

berries. " I i::: 


The effect of the solid carbon di- 3Z p.~, AN. P.H. , """" , ~ 0AH 

oxide upon the rot organisms was """30 o/VN}U""Al'n _l'oN 

equally significant. Excluding the F(~~~~lanJear:ri':Ve:ly~l~n c~::in:-~~ 
't 'hi h th fl f th with strawberries from the United
IDS ances In wee avor 0,' e States Department of Agriculture

wa's' affected the average breeding plots in Glenn Dale, Md" infrUI't , pony refrigerators, May 29 to June 1,
growth of the rot organisms was 1929: a, .Control refrigerator with 
reduced more than 50 per cent l'n 163 pounds of Ice; b, refrigeratorwith 147 pounds of ice and 7 pounds
all the inoculation tests', the aver- of soUd co.; c, refrigerator with 94poundR of Ice and 12 pounds of solid 
age growth of the Botrytis rot on co.. The refrigerator in c was the 
the uninoculated fruit was reduced s.:~et~~::~~br~~ ~g~:nca~~ f~r~~e~: 
more than 30 per cent, and that of age of records from the top and bottom layers of baskets. On May 29
the Rhizopus rot on the uninocu- the maximum outside temperature was 
lated fruit was reduced more than ~g; !-D.xtf~u:I~~:~51?Oth~nmrn~fuu3~ 
50 per cent. Apparently these re- 67°; and on May 31 the maximum was 92°, the minImum 69° 
ductions were largely due to differ
ences in the carbon dioxide of the atmosphere rather than to differ
ences in temperature. 

STRAWBERRIES IN REFRIGERATOR CARS 

In other experiments solid carbon dioxide was used in car-lot ship
ments. The method of handling the material is described under 
Methods and Apparatus (p. 1). The methods of inoculation were 
the same as those used in the pony-refrigerator experiments (p. 3). 
A record was included of the rot development on the uninoculated 
fruit. 

The temperature and carbon dioxide records are shown in Figures 
8 to 11, inclusive, and the icing records and time and, place of ship
ment are given in the legends to these figures. 

118249---32-,-3 
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The use of solid carbon dipxide tended to lessen the melting of the 
ice. (Figs. 10aild 11.) Apparently this was due largely to· the 
insulating or blanketing effect oftne. carbon. dioxide gas, since the 
differences in temperature betwe~i1 the cars were not great enough to 
cause any decided difference in the melting of ice. 

The. temperature curves show thl\t the top of the load cooled some
what more r~pidly in the test cars than it did in the controls. In 
spme instances this was true of the. bottom center of the (}P;rs also, 
but the bottom next to the punkerwas usually as warm in the carbon 
dioxi~e car as in .the contr.ol car. ~ere was thus a. slight tendency. I~ 
equalIZe the temperatures of the diff.erent parts pf the load. ThIS 

may have been at least partly due to the 
~ . fact that the solid carbon dioxide was 
~zo placed directly above ,the load. Therel is indication in some of the curves that. r ~ 
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FIOURE 8.-Carbon diOxide curves FIGURE 9.-Carbon dioxide curves and temperature
and temperature curves in an ex curves In an experiment with Heflin strawberries 
periment with Klondike straw shipped in standard refrigerator cars from 
berries sblPped in standard re Onley. Va., May 23. 1927. The broken lines give 
frigerator cars from Chadbourn, the records for the test car. the solid lines ·the 
N. C.• April 27. 1927. The broken records for the control car; to, Top center; tb,
lines give the records for the test top bunker; bo, bottom center; bb, bottom 
car. the solid lines the records for bunker. 283 pounds of saUd COl was used in 
the control car: to. Top center; tbe test car. It was held about ti Inches sbove 
tb, top bunker; bo, bottom center; the load in three boxes, one 1n the center of the 
lib! bottom bunker. 319 pounds of car and one in each end at a distance at about 
solid CO. was used. It was beld 5 feet from the bunker. Care was taken that the 
in a box in the center of the car thermometers should not be IQcated under the 
about 4 Incbes above the top of solid CO.. Each car contained 224 crates of 
the load. The recording ther berries 
mometer for the top ceuter of the 
car was beneath this box 

the use of the solid carbon dioxide in the main body of the car 
sometimes caused the air movement in the bunker to be reversed for 
short periods, making the current pass upward and out at the top 

f. instead of moving downward and out at the bottom. 
The carbon dioxide content of the air mounted rapidly in the test 

car as soon as the car was closed, reaching or nearing its maximum 
in one or two hours. In the experiment reported in Figure 9 the 
carbon dioxide remained below 10 per cent; in that shown in Figure 
8 it stayed near 15 per cent for several hours and above 10 per cent 
for about 12 hours; in Figurel! it reached a maximum of 20 per 
cent and remained above 10 per cent for about 18 hours; in Figure 
10 it reached a maximum of 30 per cent and stood s.bove 10 per cent 
for 15 to 25 houts, depending on the location in the car. 

http:contr.ol
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In, th~ experiment.s reported "in Figures 8 and 10> there was a. 
greater:concentra~io~ of c~~on dio~~e. in the to~ center of the 
car than at other pomts, but ill the expenments of FIgures 9 and 11 
this does not appear to have been the case. 

The parcenta'ge of carbon dioxide gas was affected by the tightness 
of the car as well as by the amount of solid carbon diOXIde used. The 
amounts of solid carbon dioxide reported in the .egends for Figures 
10 and 11 probably would not ~ advisable with strawberries loaded 
in new cars or in cars that had recently been reconditioned. 

A niIDlber of analy- iu " 
. ~ses of. the clll'bon diox- ~.!JO 


ide contont of the air in ~ 

the control cars were ~ 
 rl\made, and it was usu- iizo .it 

.':' ''".'ally found to be below 1 ~ I 
I \\ I:pel' cent and never ~ \ 

\ .above 1.15 per cent. .. ~ /0 ! \. 
\The fruit in all the ~ I 

I 
Icar s was critically ~ I~",.....t-t.6_,,

0 
Itested at destination for ~. 


anything unusual in 

taste, but nothing could ~ 77 .e.5"~ 
, be detected. In some C 68 zo~.' 
instances there was a ~ ~ 
suggestion of less ma- ~ 4'.9 "4' ~ 
turity in the fruit of the ~ $'0 "0 ~ 
test car, but this seemed ~ 4' ~ 
to be a real maturity ~.,,, ~ 
difference as sbown in ~ 3Z 0 I;:

--::-,r.'A:=:""'.:!;......:A.~,.,.:.:::-r,;~~....:~~~R.~."'f?-'-. .::::::A~'N:~n.c::'/¥!~•..::A!:::;!I'C~-~the firmness of the fruit MY., hAY4 ~YS HAY?""AY6 

rather than a definite FIGURE lO.-Carbon dioxide curves and temperature 
aroma as curves in an experiment with Klondike strawherrlesreductl'On l'n 

shipped In refrigerator cars from Chadburn, N. C., May 
mentioned in the discus- 8, 1928. The broken lines give the records for the test 

car, the solid lines the records for the control car: te,
si(",'l of the pony refrig- Top center; 'lb, top bunkpr; be, bottom center; bb, . ts ( bottom bunKer. 708 pounds at soUd'CO. was used In erator experimen p. the test car. It was held on a scaffold In the center
11) of the CRr about 14 Inches above the load. This car 

• also had 2 per cent of salt added at the ohipplng
For the records on point. The control car required a total ot 390 pounds 

'fi d ts more ice at the reiclng stations than did the carbon rmness an ro; as dioxide car. Each car contained 224 crates of herrles 
shown in Table 4, two 01' 

more crates of uniformly graded berries were selected at the shipping 
point, and the 64 or more baskets from these crates were substituted 
for other baskets in different parts of the car. .At destination these 
baskets were reassembled for note taking. This arranl?ement made 
it possible to obtain a record on comparable lots of berrIes located in 
the different parts of the two cars. In the experiments of Figures 
8, 10, and 11 the fruit of the test crates at the time of shipping was 
distinctly riper and softer than was the average for the load. The 
results, therefore, while comparable, show the condition of the worst 
of the berries of the regular shipment upon arrival at destinatkm 
rather than the average condition of the load. In th6 experiment of 
Figure 9 the msults, as shown in Table 4, give a good picture of the 
general condition of the fruit in the two cars. In this instance all 
the fruit was somewhat soft and overripe at the time of loading, and 
the shipment was on the road practically four days. 
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Solt and ~Total. rot 1;1Pressure overripe IIi unlu
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removal from- removal upon terries III 
Figure from- removal Remarks

Location In car from·- !2l 
reference' from- ... a 

Con- T t Con- T t Con- T t Con- T Con- T Con- T Con-
Test car ControI Test trol es trol es trol es trol est trol est trol cst trol ~ 
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 car car car car car car car car car car .car car car car car 

b:j1

---------0;: Oz. P.et. P.el. P.el. P.el. No. No. P.et. P.el. P.et. P.et. P.el. P.et. 

~~g ge~~~r::::::::::: _~d~~::: -~:~::: :::::: :::::: ~g: ~ 1:: ~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: A' 3 :: 
! Average top of car___ __________ __________ ______ ______ 23.3 31.8 ____________ ------ ------ -_____ ---___ ------ ------ .6 45.6 ~ 

Record taken 12 hours 
after removal from cara.Fir. 8_________ 1 ~~n~~ ge:n~r::::::: :::~~:::: :::~~:::: :::::: :::::: it ~ g~: ~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ~: g ~g: ~ I::l 

!2lAverage bottom of __________________________ ------ 19.3 36.8 ____________ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ 2. 6 18.1 

I car . 

. .....l 00... .~~~~~~~~~:;:~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ --!I --IT fiJ HJ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ Ii~ ~'j'- " 

c.o 

Fig. 9_________ 11 Bottom center ___________do_______do____ 5 2. 8 34.4 28.9 ______ - _____ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ 4.2 a.2 Ilerord tilken immediately ~ 
Bottom bunker__________do _______d()____ 4.8 3.1 Zl.5 46.6 ____________ ------ -___________ -----_ --____ ______ 2.1 4.6 after openiug of cara. 

Average bottom of __________ __________ 4. 9 3 31 37.8 ____________ ------ ____________ -----_ --_____. -___ 3.2 3.9. !Jl 
A~8ge for car____ __________ __________ 4. 6 3.3 35.4 42 ____________ ------ - ___________ ------ ______ ______ 5. 6 . 14.3 1 

Top center_______________do_______do ___~ 12 8. 5 ____________ 20 0 0.5 4.3 5 12.6 22.1 31.2 Zl.l 43.8 ~ 
Top bunker_____________do _______do____ 13.1 9.7 ______ ______ 0 100 3.1 4.8 12. 9 14.9 15.1 22 28 36.9 The treated carload wasAverage top of car~__ __________ __________ 12. 6 9.1 ______ ______ 10 50 1. ~ 4. ~ 9 13.8.18. 6 26.6 Zl. ~ 40.4 opened 19 hours later ~ 

Fig 10 IIBottom center ___________do _______do__ -- 12.7 9.7 ______ -_____ 20 60 • 6.3 L 4 17.1 12. 3 11.8 13. • 28.9 than the control. Rec. ________ Bottom bunker__________do _______do ____ 16.6 9.1 ____________ 20 60 .~ 2.8 1.3 U.5 10.4 !l.9 11.7 23.4 ord taken. immediatelyAverage bottom of ____________________ 14.1 9.4 ____________ 20 60 • 4.1 1.4 14.3 11.4 11.9 12.7 26.2 ~ (\
after openiug iu each lot. 

car. 
~~, 

Average for car____ __________ __________ 13.3 9.3 ______ ______ 15 65 1.2 4.3 5.2 14 16 19.2 20.2 33.3
Top center_______________do _______do ____ 12.3 11.3 ______ ______ ______ ______ .7 53 .5 3.4 20.5 24.3 21 Zl.7 neCOrd taken immediately Top bunker______________do _______do____ 12.1 10.7 ______ ______ ______ ______ 1.8 2.8 1.1 o 26.4 33.9 26.5 33.9 

Average top ofcar_______________________ 12.2 11 _____________._____ ______ 1.3 2.9 .8 1.7 23.0 29.1 23.8 30.8 a!ter openlug of cars. el a

j
The. top bunker record Fig 11 II Bottom center ___________do _______do____ 11.1 11.1 ______ ______ ______ ______ .3 1.5 .4 1.2 14.6 15 15 16. 2 for th.e carbon dioxide·• -------- Bottom bunker__________do_______do____ 13. 5 9. Ii ______ ______ ______ ______ .2 2.7 .2 .4 18.1 18 18.3 18.4 §car was from third Illyer;.cA verage bottom of _______.__ __________ 12. 3 10.3 ______ ______ ______ ______ .3 2.1 .3 .8 16.4 16.5 16.7 17.3 ~that for control car from 

car. second layer. Average for car___ • ______ "_____,_______ 12. 3 .6 c~ 
TOP of car___•__• ________________ /__ ._______ 9.7 7.9 31.6 39 ______ ______ 1.6. 3.8 1.3119.7122.8120.3124.110.71------1------1------1--.. ---, .81· 2. 5 4.9 7.8 20.8 Zl.9 :i5.0 35.4 1;1

Average_____ 1 Bottom of car_________ __________ __________ 10.4 7.6 25.2 37.3 ______ ______ .5 3.1 .9 7.6 13.9 14.2 8.8 16.4 
Entire car_________________________________ 10.1 7.8 28. 4 38. 2 ______ ______ 1 3.4 7.7 17.4 21 11.9 25.9{ 2.9 

, For data on variety, CO" temperature, and length of treatment, see Figs. 8 to 11, iuclusive. 
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A study of the total averages in Table 4 shows that whilu·the·per- \ 
centage of. Botrytis infection in the inoculated fruit was small it 
was three and one-half times greeter in the control cars than in the 

.	test ~ars. The Botrytisrot iri the unmcculateq. :huit was two and 
one-half times greater in the"contro.t cars than in. the test cars, and 
the Rhiz0I!us rot 20 per cent greate1\: 

The frUit iIJ:,",th.~: ~~ cars showed' a resiStance to pressure 29 per 

cent greater than ard-ili~t.,,'w the control cars and h~d 26 pel; cent 

fewer berries that were tojsoft for satisfactory mar:tceting. 


Thell'? '.Vas less development. of Boirytis rot and ~J. softening of 

the, frmt ill the top 1.)f the test cars than at the bottom bunker. of the 

contJ;ol.· cars. The average 

'~~iiiperature .at the bottom It; 

bunker of the control cars 
 r ~\-w'~s about 13 degrees lower 

than. the average temperature I 


I 

in the top' of the same cars, I 
I .~.6 
Iyet the solid carbon dioxide '1I ~"'"' had ... greater inhibiting ac

tion upon both the growth of 	 ~68 ~ 

~ ~
Botrytis rot and the soften ~~ ~ 	 ~ ing of the fruit than this 13

degree lowering of tempera

ture. When it is realized that 

both the solid carbon dioxide 
 I: . 	:~ 

~ 	 ~ ..-- ~an(l the carbon dioxide gas 	 N.n ~_,.- 0 !Ii 
" ~''- • An P.H.. AN Po/'(. Art~. f!I/'t , "had almost· entirely disap HAY/4 HA9/6HAY/.$" ,,"Y,7 

peared by the time the trip FIGURE 11.-Carbon dioxide curves and tem

was one-third to one-half 
 perature cUr,es In an experiment. with Klon.. 

dike strawberries shipped In standard re
completed, the efficacy of the frigerator cnrs from Chadbourn, N. C" Mlq

14, 1928.· The broken lines give the recordstreatment is still more em tor the test cnr, the solid lfnes the records· 
phasized. The difficulty of for the control car: tc, Topc:enter; tb, top

bunker ; b~ bottom center ~ bb, bottom
controlling Botrytis rot by bunker; 1,u84 pounds of. saUd CO. was 

used In the test car. It WIlS beld on a scaf.means of low temperatures hIlS fold In the center J)f tIle car about 1.,l inches 
lo~d. Both received perbeen one of the discouraging above the ca:s 2 

cent of salt at the shipping r'oint and at all
features in strawberry ship relcing stations. The contra car required a 

total of 800 pounds more Ice at the reiclngments; the resillts of the ex stations than the carbon diOXide car. Kach 
car crates of berries, making periments just described give contained 237 
the \o!lds three layers high at the bunkers.

promise of a practical solution. The top bunker record for the carbon'dioxide 
car was from the third layer, whereas thatPart of the beneficial effect from the control wns from the second layer 


of solid carbon dioxide on the 

fruit was due to actual differences in temperature; but the curves in 

Fi~ures 8 to 11, inclusive, and the reduction in the rots and in the 

sottening of the fruit in the bottom of the test car, as well as in 

the top, indicate that it must have been largely the result of the 

inhibiting action of the carbon dioxide gas. 


PEACH EXPERIMENTS 

Experiments similar to those already described for strawberries 

were. made with peaches. The firmness of the fruit was determined 

with a pressure tester by the methods described by Magness and 

Taylor (93fJ). The determination of the flavor of the. fruit at the 

close of an experiment was almost as difficult as with strawberries, 
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and debatable points were settled in a similar manner (p. 8). As 
with strawberries, the first objectionable result of the carbon dioxide 
treatments was a slight loss of aroma. With more prolonged and 
s/ilvere treatments there was a still greater loss of normal peach 
i/avor, often accompanied by the development of definitelyobjec
iionable flavors. 

In the study of the behavior of the peach rots two different meth
ods of inoculation were used. .In one, the spores were pushed into 
the frtit by means of a needle, and two punctures were mad~ in 
each pea\\h j in the other, 10 punctures were made in each peach with 
No. 1/3 Wire (paper-clip'wire), -and the peaches wer;:l thsn inoculated 
by rolling them gently back and fortll in 1arO'e paper bags together 
with rotten but firl!! peaches that were heavify covered with spores. 
The peaches in(,~nl~.,ted by the second method are referred to in the 
tables as "Monilia austed." 

Inoculations were made with Rhizopus and Monilia. The Rhi
zopus was obtained from the same source as that reported for straw
berries (p. 8) and was therefore known to be R. nigrioans. The 
Monilia was obtained from an active peach rot and identified as 
Solerotinia fruoticola (Wint.) Rehm. 

PEACHES AT CONSTANT TEMPERATURES 

The effect of carbon dioxide upon peaches was tested at various 
constant temperatures. From 5 to 15 peaches, usually 10, were used 
under each condition. The peaches were selected individually and 
with great care in order that those to be compared under differ~nt 
'!onditions should be as nearly alike as possible in maturity, firmness, 
size, color, and freedom from injuries. The results of the experi
ments are shown in Table 5. 

Duplicate treatments did not always have the same effect on the 
flavor, a fact indicating that no sharp line can be drawn as to the 
tolerance of peaches for carbon dioxide. At 68° and 77° F. a change 
in flavor sometimes resulted from exposure for 24 hours to atmos
pheres containing 25 per cent or more of carbon dioxide, and at 50° 
and 59° from exposure for 48 hours to atmospheres containing 30 
per cent of. carbon dioxide; yet in l~~ny instances much more severe 
treatments were given without the detection of any change in flavor. 

High percentages of carbon dioxide were more injurious than 
lower ones; yet, with concentrations of 25 per cent or more of the 
gas, the differences. in injury were not particularly pronounced. 

As already reported for strawberries (p. 13), there was a marked 
difference between the carbon dioxide tolerance of peaches at the 
higher temperatures and that at the lower temperatures. In general, 
the results in Table 5 indicate that one day's exposure to a particular 
carbon dioxide treatment at 77° F. is as likely to produce objection
able flavors as two days' expOSUl:'e to the same treatment at ~9°, three 
days' exposure at 50°, or four days' exposure at 41°. These data 
are in harmony with the temperature gradients obtained in plant 
responses in general and suggest a close relationship between the 
general metabolic .activities of the fruit and the degree of. suscep-. 
tibility to injury from atmospheres containing carbon dioxide. 
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The carbon dioxide treatments had a decided effect upon the firm
ness of the fruit. A.t the higher temperatures, atmospheres con
taL"ling 30 per cellt or more. of. the gas had a checking effect upon the 
rate of softening approximately equal to a drop of 18° F. ill tem
perature, and at the end of the experhnent the fruit had a resistance 
to pressure about 50 per cent greater than that obtained in the 
untreated fruit at the same temperatures. In the few tests made with 
25 per cent of carbon dioxide, the differences in firmness between the 
trer~ed and. the untreated peaches were practically as great as..when 
the higher percentages of the gas were used. . •. 

Carbon dioxide had a very significant inhibiting action ttpon the 
development of both Rhizopus and Monilia. rots with both methods 
of inoculation. The extelltoI the inhibition was determined by 
holding the fruit at the temperature at which the experiment was 
made for several days after the test lot was removed from the at
mosphere containing carbon dioxide, and then comparing the 
growth curves of the rots so as to determine the number of hours 
the rots on the treated fruit lagged behind those on the control 
fruit. The results, reported in Table 5, are for inoculations made 
just before the experiment was start~d and therefore inclu\fe the 
incubation period of the rot. However, in a nl1..mbe,l' of duplicate 
experiments made with rots that had already started, the degree 
of inhibition was found to be practically the same as in the experi
ments that included the first stages of rot development. 

A.fter removal of the fruit from carbon dioxide the rots usually 
enlarged at practically the same rate as those on fruit that had not 
receivecl the gas treatlPf'lnt; but in some instances, especially with 
the higher concentrations of carbon dioxide, normal activity was 
not regained immediately upon removal from carbon dioxide, thus 
indicating that the inhibitory action had extended beyond the period 
of treatment. 

The delay in rot development resulting from exposure to various 
percentages of carbon dioxide is shown in Table 5. The columns 
following those that give the hours of delay show the reduction in 
the efficiency of the fungus as indicated by the ratio of the hours of 
delay to the hours of treatment. 

The reduction in efficiency, or degree of inhibition, was somewhat 
greater at the lower temperatures than at the higher ones, but thE 
difference was not particularly marked. 

The reduction in efficiency varied with the percentage of carbon 
dioxide used and was approximately in proportion to it. No inhibi· 
tory effect was evident after treatment wth 5 per cent of carbon 
dioxide, but with 10, 25, 30, and 37 par cent the average percentage 
of reduction in efficiency during the period of treatment was equal to 
approxim3tely twice the percentage of carbon dioxide used. With 
50 per cent of carbon dioxide, almost complete inhibition was obtained 
during the period of treatment; in some cases a definite inhibitory 
action extended beyond the time of removal. 1Yith 80 per cent 01 
carbon dioxide, the period of delay was nearly always greater than 
the perjod of treatment, the fungi showing very definite inhibition 
after the fruit was removed to normal air. 
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TABLE 5.-Effect8 of different percentages of carbon dioxide on peaches at variou8 co7l,stant temperaturea ~ 
Delay in rot develop- IReduction in e1Ilciency ot the tungus due to 00. 

l'ressure test Flavor ment due to carbon dl- as indicated by ratio of hours ot delay to hours ~ 
oxide after indicated o! treatment after indicated inocuJation a 

inoculation Ill. 
Length , 

. Monilla
Varlety I Date 00. in ITern-I' of Mon~, ~ 

atmos- pera- treat needle dusted \~
phere ' ture ment ~ Atter 

00. 

itreat <:o~- IAfter 00. treatment I ~ic:t- I~~~ li~o:! Ip~~:'1 Indi-I Indi- Indi-I 
ment . dIe ed die vldtlaJ Aver- vidual Aver- vidual Aver

~.xpel'- age exper- age expor. age 

____ _____ ___ ___ ___ ___ _ ________ Im~j; ~ ___ iments!___

I H_. '". ... Fu ....'".J..... ~ Po.m • F. Lo. n.". n.". -. Po';', ""um "" 
'".... ..0)i;l!~~ IlII I ~ ~:~!~!: !~~!~ :g~~::~!!~~~~t~~~~·~~~~! ::::t!~!~!!! ~~!!~~:~ ~~~!~ :::::~: ~=::~ ~~~=: :!=:!~~! \11 ;:l

Elberta_____ July 25,1927 10 59 72 -- ______ --__ ~________do__________________do_____ ________ 37 ________ ________ ________ 51} 35 ___________ .--- 'dO 
Belle_______ Aug. 26,1927 10 59 72 -------- -------- Sllghtly 011_____________do_____ ________ 19 ________ ________ ________ 26 ______________ _ 

Do_____ July 18,1927 10 50 72 -------- -------- Good___________________do_____ ________ 35 -------- -------- -------- fJ} 30 ______________ _ 9'l 
Do. ____ Aug. 26,1921 10 50 120 -------- -_______ Slight 00, taste________do_____ ________ 12 ________ ________ ________.il ____:_________ _ t':J 

~~::::: -sei>to-a;iiii7- ~ ~~ 1~ :::::::: :::::::: ~;i(Yo;-tRSte-_~::: :::~~::::: -----ii- ______~_ :::::::: -----il- }-----;;- (_____~_______~_ :::::::: :::::::: 


Elberta_____ Sept. 10,1927 25 77 24 -------- -------- SI!ghtly 011_____________do_____ 10 ________ ________ 4Z '{_______ -_________________,_____ _ ~ 
Belle_______ Sept. 3,1927 25 68 48 -------- -------- Sllght 00, taste__.-- ___do_____ 23 ________ -------- 48} 49 ------- -------- ________ •______ _ 

o 
I:I;j~~e:_~~:::: ~~:. ~g: i~ ~ = ~. :::::::: :::::::: -ooo:l~:::::::::::::: :::~~::::: ~ :::::::: :::::::: :J I I::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 

.Hiley_______ Aug. 8,1927 25 59 72 -------- -------- SllghtIyoll_____________do_____ ________ 38 -------- -------- 53} 48 {_______ -____ .....
Elberta_____ Aug. 31,1927 25 fi9 72 -------- ________ Good___________________do_____ ________ 30 ________ ________ 40 42 ____________:.__ 
BeIIe_______ Sept. 3,1927 25 59 72 -------- ---_____ Sllght 00, taste_____ Fair_____ 28 ________ ________ 39 - __ .-__ ---_____________________ ~ 
Elberta_____ Sept. 10,1927 25 fi9 48 2.9 1.4 _____ do_______________ Good____ 26 ________ ________ 54 -______ ---_____________________ 

~ 
cli!t~~:==== t~. ~:t~ ~ H ~~ ::::~~: ::::~:;: :~1~============:== :¥!~:===: :::==ii= ~~~~~~~~ ======== ::=::;~: }:::=:;~: {-~~~~~~~ ==::==== ======== =:===::: SElberte_____ Sept. 10.1927 25 DO 72 5.4 it 5 _____do_______________ Good____ 53 ________ ________ 74 _______ -______________________ _ 

Do_____ Aug. 31,1927 25 41 72 ___________ _____do__________________ do_____ ________ 31 ________ ________ ________ ,43 ---____________________ _.~---

Do_____ Sept. 7,1927 25 41 144 ________ ________ Slight 00, taste_____ Flat_____ 140 ___________.. ____ 97 83 ________________________ ~_______ .~ 
Belle _______ Sept. 3, 1927 25 41 120 _________________"___ _____________ Good___ 82 ________ ________ 68 _______________________________________ _do~ t!I ,: ~ 
Elberta_____ Aug. 23,1928 30 77 .24 12.8 4.7 Good__________________ do____ 4 -------- -------- 171 

Do_____ Aug. 27,1928 30 77 24 7.7 2.7 Overripe tilSte _________do____ 19 ________ 10 71) 53 -------- -------- 42}, 71 
Do_____ Aug. 30,1928 30 77 24 13.9 8.5 Good__________________do____ 15 16 24 63 67 ________ 100
Do_____ Aug. 23,1928 30 68 48 6.4. 4.3 _____do_________________do____ 21 ________ ________ 44 ____________• __________, _. _____ _ 

",:: 
Q 



I 

Do••••• Aug. 27,1928 30 68 24 6.9 4.6 Overrlpa taste ••••__ ••••do.... 18 •••••••• 28 76 60 1~ '}
Do••••• Aug. 30, 1928 30 68 48 7.3 2.7 Slightly insipid ••••• Falr._.. 29 31 48 60 66 100 I 11M 

• Do••••• Aug. 23,1928 30 69 96 6. 7 3 ••••_do._ ......_••_•• Good._. 58 ••••_......_•••_ 60 
Do••••• Aug. 27,1928 30 69 48 6.1 5.9 •••••do__ .............._do••_. 36 ........ •••••••• 75 


.... Do••••• Aug. 30,1928 30 69 72 10.4 3.4 •••••do••••••••. __••••••do.... 37 as ........ ,51 
 62 '.----63-1::::::::1::::::::/::;:::::
Ii Do._... Aug. 23, 1928 30 60 96 14.7 7.3 Good._ ................do. __ • 79 ........ •••••••• 82 

~ Do••••• Aug. 27,1928 30 60 48 10 7.1 Slightly Insipid ........do.... 48 ........ •••••••• 100 


~~ .{Do••••• Aug. 30, 1928 30 50 96 8.4 6.2 Good..................do__ •• 53 66 """" 65 79 ,.....ti9"l::::::::I::::::::I:::::::: 


r Do••••• Aug. 23, 1928 30 41 144 13.4 10 ..._.do_..............._do__ •• •••••••••- ••••-- 125) ·-··"··-1'·-···-·,· ..··,--·-1-··-·--- t:
180, 97Do__._ Aug. 30, 1928 30 41 120 12.4 11.6 •__••do____._........._.do__ ._ 83 85 ...._oo. 69 71 ._._•••• __._._•• _•••__•• = 

Carman•••• Aug. 14, 1928 37 77 24 3. 9 1.6 ••_..do._ •••.•_.......,<do.... ~ .....--••••--... 100 100 .............__.....oo.. ""'''' ~ 
Elberta ••••• Aug. 17,1928 37 n 24 2.8 2.1 OII taste.....___.......do__ ._ ;:4 ) .... __•• 24 100 "_"_" ........ 100 .'._••'. 

Corman•••• Aug. 14,1928 37 68 24 2.9 1.6 Slightly Insipld._ ....._do._.. 19 ...._... ........ 79 ........ _.___•••••_.__......_... 

Eiberta ••••• Aug. 17,1928 37 68 24 5.7 2.5 .....do_ ................do__ •• 17 '''''''' """" 71 63 ........ _""'_' ...... ~........_ ~ 


Do._... Sept. 6,1928 37 68 24 7.3 6,7 Blight CO. taste ........do_... 19 22 as """" .._~.... 92 0"_"" 


Carman__ •• Aug. 14,1928 37 59 
Elberta ••••• Aug. 17,1928 37 59 ~ g:~ ~.1 .~~~3o::::::~:::::: :::~~:::: ;r: :::::::: :::::::: 1~ 93 :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
Carman•••• Aug. 14,1928 37 60 72 8.7 4.2 •••__do____........__ .._do... 53 ..-..--••••-.... 74 81 " ...... ".-......coo--- .....--_ 

Elberta..... Sept. 6,1928 37 60 77 9.1 5.7 Slightly Insipid. ___.•__do_... 67 ........ """" 87 .... ~__• ""__" " __" __ ......__ 

Carman.... Aug. 14, 1928 37 41 96 9 10,5 Good. __•__......._••••do_ ................... __•_____ ••••_••••_...... __••_••• """" •__...........__ 
 IElberta ••••• July 25,1927 46 77 
Belle••••••• Aug. 22, 1927 46 77 ~; :::::::: :::::::: ~tr~D·gOO;iasi8:::: :::~~:::: :::::::: 4g :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: '{g 54 :::::::: :::::::: 

Do••••• July 31, 1928 46 77 22 6.7 2.6 Slightly Inslpld ____ •••_do__•• 14 19 19 64 __ ••~... 86 86 ••••_._. 

Elberta..... July 25,1927 46 68 72 ••••••_. __.••••• Bad....................do......___.__ 28 ...._••• ,.___.,. __...... 39 """" _____••_ ~ 


~o~Belle••••••• Aug. 22, 1927 68 48 __•••••• •••••••• Slightly olI __••••••••••_do......___ •._ 20 '_"'_" "'''''' oo...... 42 , ...__...._•••,'•• 

Po••••• July 31,1928 46 68 22 4.5 2. 3 Good__...__....._•• _ •• do.___ 22 12 24 100 } 65 42 109 } 


Elberta..... Sept. 11, J.928 46 68 ~ 
~ ~: 1 t~ -siiigrly-liiiiiiiiC::: :::~~:::: ~~ ....."8" ·• .. -20- ,~ 75 ·-··-32· .._--so· 96,Do..... S~t. ~,1928 46 68 

Belle....... J y 13, 1927 46 69 

Elberta ••••• July 25,1927 46 69 

Belle•••.••• Aug. 22, 1927 46 ~ :::::::: :::::::: f1fi!f~~=~~~::=: :J~:::: :::::::: f~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 1~ ~:::::: ::::::::69 79 

46 4. 2 1.6 Good_....__........ ___do__ ._ 48 46 80 104 ...__ .__ 100. 174 ..____ __ 

TIlley••••••• June 29,1927 46 60 


Do••••• Aug. 3,1928 46 69 ~ 
, Do..... July 1,1927 46 60 ~ .-..~-~....-~.~. :::::~~:::::::::::::: :::~~:::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::

48 ..___••• "'_"__ •••__do__ ....._•••••••__do._._ •••••__••••__ • __ .•••_._•••_____...._•.•_.-.___._ •._.__._ '._•••" ••___ •__ 

Do..... July 13,1927 46 


Elberta..... July 25,1927 46 60 


Belle••••••• July 5,1927 46 50 ! 
Hlley•••~... Aug. 8,1927 46 60 

60 

~ l~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ :ilf~i~~~;~~~¥jj~~~ ~J~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ .--..~. ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~,~ '---i~- 'I""~- ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~'~~~Belle••••••• Aug. 22, 1927 46 50 .~
Do••••• July 31,1928 46 60 70 4. 7 1.6 Good___••__•._.___• ___do__ •• 90 90 •••___.. 129} 129 " __," ___"""_ 

Elberta..... Sept. 4,1928 46 60 48 10.5 9.3 ____.do___••••••_••___..do__ ._ 48 22 ••••____ 100 121 46 --.-il••••••__ •__ 

Do..... Sept. 11,1928 46 60 ~ 
Hlley__..... Aug. 8,1927 46 41 

Belle••••••• Aug. 22, 1927 46 41 1~ ::::~:~: ::::~:~: :::J~:::::::::::::: :::~~:::: :::::~: :::::i~:b::::: ::::~~: :::::::: :~:::i~: .}.::::~~: ::::~::: :::::::: 
Do••••• July 31,1928 46 41 96 3.4 3 Slightly Inslpld _____ ...do__ .• 82 75 _••__••• 85 ....._., 78 •••___....c_____ 


Elberta ••• ~. Sept. 4. 1928 75 68 2.5 8 5.6 Slightly olI •• ___ •__•• _._do__ •• 24 20 32 96) 80 "........ 128} 146 
 iDo..... Sept. 6,1928 75 68 24 7.8 6.7 Slight COl taste ..... ___do.... 22 39 92 107 .-_~.__ ~ ______.. 163 
18 11.6 5.9 Goud___••__•__•___• _._do __'__ 24 •••___...__.____ 133 ___••••.•__••__•••_._. __ ...__~__ 


Do..... Sept. 4, 1928 75 60 48 9.7 9.3 ••.••do__ .••••___. __• __.do__ ._ 54 75 ____•••• 113 156 :.~••_.____•____....__• __ 

Do•• ~ •• Sept. 6,1928 75 60 77 9. 2 5.7 Slightly oIL._____•• ___do__ •• 90 ---.-.-•••--.--- 117 Illi __••_•••1__.__._. _______..._____. 

Do..... Sept. 11, 1928 75 60 to:) 

Do••••• Sept. 11,1928 75 68 

48 10.1 7.1 Good__ •_____•___....._do____ 60 __•___ •• __•___.' 125 •••_.__• ____•___ ••______ •_____ __ 
(, 

Q1 
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In most of the exp.~riments, tests were carried out at several diffe~
cnt temperatures at the same time with peaches from the same lot. 
This gave an opportunity to compare the development of the rots 
on tho treated fruit at the higher temperatures with th9.t on the un

treated fruit at the lower temperatures, thus
~~6 converting the inhibitory action of the carbon 
~~s dioxide inte approximate temperature equiv
~~4 alents. The temperature curves of li'igures 
Iq~ 12 and 13, showing the working efficiency of
~~'"' Monilia and Rhizopus at different tempera
~~z tures, were also of aid in this conversion of
~~/ values (6). While the results have been 
~'o somewhat variable, it can bel)aid in general 

JZ 1{..,..,t,"cR~r~~~h 8~ that holding peaches at 77" F. in 10, 25, 30, 
FIGURE 12.-Tempernture 37, and 46 per cent of carbon dioxide had 

curves for the Incubation effects urb0n the rots roughly equivalent toperiod ot peach rots. 
showing the reiative em- hold?ng t em during the period of treatment 
~!~~~{ °ie~;e;~r;:e:~ dl!: at temperatures 12°, 22°, 2'7°, 33° Ilnd 400 
Monillab, needleMonll1a Inocula-dusted lower, respectively. Similar gas treatmentstlons' 

Inoculations; Ci Rhlzopus at 68° had inhibitory effects upon the rots 

needle Inoculat ons. (Af- • I . Itt 
ter Brooks Rnd Cooley. 6) appI:oxlmate y eqUlva en 0 temperature re

ductIons of 6°, 14°, 20°, 26° and 32°, respec
tively. Similar treatments at 59° caused corresponding inhibitions 
approximately equivalent to reductions of 6°, 12°, 16°, 22°, and 25°, 
respectively. Putting the results in more general terms, atmospheres 
carrying 30 to 37 per cent of carbon dioxide had a checking effect 
upon the rots theoretically equivalent to the immediate cooling of the 
fruit from common summer loading tempera
tures to temperatures that are usually ob '" ,/
tained only after one or often two days of " :IJ/refrigeration. , 

W \a,PEACHES IN PONY REFRIGERATORS " 1/ . 

The pony-refri~erator experiments with 
peaches were carrIed out as described und~r 0 / 
Methods and Apparatus (p. 7). The results /1'
are shown in Table 6 and in Figures 14 to 21, V/
inclusive. 0 

~2 ~"'#dkv~£l"?i> 86-

The use of solid carbon dioxide as a supple FIGURE 13. - Temperature
mentary refrigerant usually resulted in lower curves Imsed on the hourly

Increase In diameter oftemperatures and more rajnd cooling, but pos peach rots: a, MonlIia;
( Aft e r sibly its most striking refrigerating effect was b RhlzopuB.

Brooks and. Cooley, 6)
in delaying the melting of the ice. A similar 
condition has already been pointed out under the discussion for 
strawberries. (P. 15.) ._ 

Judging by most of the results in the constant-temperature ex
periments with peaches (Table 5), it would hardly be eXJ;>ected that 
the gas treatments shown in Figures 14 to 21, inclUSIve, would 
affect the flavor of the fruit; but in several instances the peaches 
were rendered insipid or developed objectionable flavors. The corre
lation between treatment and effect was not particularly close. In 



EFFEOT: OFOA..."WOli{DIOXIDE;'oPON' TRANSIT DtSEiS:ifgr:" 21't.' 
general it 'mayl:)esaidthat under the cQndjtions,·or the experiments 
peacites that were subjected to 21> per cent'or' more of carbon dioxide 
for as long a period as 24; .hours were usually found; at the close of 
the experiment either to be lacking ,iwflavor or to have a distinctly 
objectionable taste. , In experiments where high percentages of car
bon dioxide were maintained for somewhat shorter peric:ilS the flavQrc 

of the ,peaches remained' unaffected. " ~ 
The effect of the gas treatments upon ~ 


the firmness ,of the peaches, was usually ~90 

. pronounced. 'Excluding the tests in which ~, 


the flavor of the peaches was affected, at ~ (\

,th~ E),nd of the experiments, the 'a;!erage ~60 
: \

~' 	 rt}sIstance .to pressure was decIdedly ~ I 

hlgher in the refrigerators in which solid ~ I 
I 

\ 
\ 

" 

carbon dioxide was used thltn in the~.JlO i:
I \ 

\controls. The temperature diffe~,encesbe- ~ I .. 
tween the various refrigerators 'were not !\!' I \ 

I I 


sufficient to account for much of ,this dif- !Ii " 
I ~,

PH
AN PH 

ference; it must therefore be attributed II: ..tJG.1:,"' ~NI • ......:..... i.. . 
largely to the effect of the gas. ll'lGUIIllI 14• .,....; Carbon dioxide 

d"d I h d ry curve In an experiment withThe car bon lOX! e gas a so a a ve Hiley peaches In pony re
decided inhibitin~ effect upon both Rhi- frigerators. August 12 to 14. 
zopus and Monilia rots. (Table 6.) In ~\}~!. of Tt:ee S~~!~trn:I~~~ 

ost ' t ' n th h e h ld t The control refdgerntor rem Ins a ces e peac es w re e a celved 60 pounds of ice. the 
a temperature of 59° F. for several days test refrlgerntor40pounds 

o of Ice and 20 pounds of aiter removl11 . rom f the pony refr1ger- Bolld co.. The curve abo.e 
ators, and daily measurements of the rots sbows theapproxlmnte percentage of carbon dioxide In 
were taken during this period. On the the test refrigerator. The 
basis of growth at this temperature, the ~~~~~~~~~rew~~ t~~. te;;.~ rit 
rots on the fruit from the various re- midnight August 12 and 42"at 9 p.m. Angust 13. The
frigerators containing solid carbon dioxide minimum temperature for 
were one to three days behind those on l¥~ controlrefrlgel'ator was 


the fruit from the control refrigerators. 

In some instances, especially with Rhizopus and with Monilia.. 

dust inoculations, the 'rots were greatly decreased in number as 
well as in size. Rose and Butler (29) have shown that when fungus 
cultures are moved from' lower to higher temperatures there is a 
lag in growth that is correlated with, and apparently due to, the 
temperatures at which they had previously been held. In the pres
ept experiments, ho-wever, the control lots of fruit were subjected 
to practically the same changes in temperature as were the test 
lots; therefore the effect of the previous temperature, is not a factor 
in later comparisons. 

, , 
" 

', . .i 
" 



TABLE 6.-Condition of peachM held in pony refrigerators with Bolid carbon'dio:cide a8 a ,Buppleuumtary refrigeJ'o:rit 1 

Ice 'Rots from indicated Inocula~loDS 

Rhlropus needle, I Monilia dusted Monllli\ nil\IdIe 

Reduction m,
Average diameter emc~CyofPres of rots after re fun~dtieto
sure moval' CO, ias,'ex~ 


Figure reference I Solid' I test Flavor upon removal pressed as..;:'
CO, uponIAt be
ginningl At end remov- ,Average Average IIn~,00diameter tion Infeotlonal infection of rot.! upon nfter re Iilhlbl-. ..after re after re- remov moval' ~ion p.er-:

moval' perIOd centagemoval' . sl 
. (rom for totalF.lrBt Later begin_ period,record recm:d 
ning of in rii-~ 
experi- Crlger
'mont atot 

------1--1--1--1-·--1 1--'-1--,-1--1---1--'-1--'-'-1-'--1-'-·.-,

Ouncal ., perunt, IPeftintl percent., , ,Ho.r'IPIt.eirIIUrn Urn UrnPounU IPounU IPounda 10 ·qood______________ -------------'~-~---------- ____________________ <_______ (1) 86 --:_:~:____.:. __ ~_•••_____: __ • ______ ;."_ 
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Fig. Iii: 
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Fig. 16: "D________________ 60 1/ •____do_________ •___________ ._'...______•_________ "_________________ •__._.___•__ : ____o &2 _____do_________ _______ ..___ ___________________,__ ._. _______________ c_________ ._. 
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~" !~Ii__ :_____________ 30 9 
26 al ~g~, ~ (~2f6~~ ----:89" ---0-100 6 
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Fig.D18: _____________ • __ '- ':.~ 
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b~ 120 12 15 ~6 1) 0 (2)'5.5' 70,1';' 100 0 
c____ •..•_.••_•._. no 8 25 &1 :~~~~::::::::::::::=:=:==:::::::::=:::,=:::: :=::::::,:: ~:::=====: :::::::: ::::::::~: i_____do._________________________ ._._.________________•______.______•___________•____ 1)0 ,{2) o. ' -116, 100 9 
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Fig. 20: 
.~••...•......... 140 10 0 12.0 


- ,b.__, ••••••••••••• 110 sa bO 13 
c ••••••••••••••••• 110 M 60 1a.a :~~i~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,d•••••••••••••••• 110 311 60 14.1 

Fig'. 21: 
Go•••_••••••••••• HO 0 11 4.11 Fair togood." ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
b••••••••••• ~••••• 120 II 20 CI. 6 S~bt~ IDslpld••••••••••••••• : •••••••• _._•• 
c ••••••• ~••••••••• 100 19 40 7'.11 In8 gi ............•...........•....•...•~.. 

d •••••• ~•••••_•••• 100 17 .0 6.3 SU, t1:Vln!!lpld••••. , ........................ 


I For da~ on variety, CO., temperature, Bnd lengtb ot tMatljJent Bee FIca. 14 til 21, .Inclullve. 
I Numbei8 In parelltbesea indicate Dumber of dan fruit was held at 69' F. after removal.• 
•Tbe flavor becamoDormai after tbe fruit ba.d been beld :I da)'lat 69' F. after removlll. 
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By the use of the equivalent temperature values shown. in Fig!Ires 
12 and 13, it is possible to separate the effect of carbon dioxide gas. 
on the. rots from the effe~t of any differences in temperature. .If .the 
temperature values of FIgures 14 to 21 are converted into 'work units 
according to the Monilia needle-inoculation values of Figures 12 and 
13, it ~s possible to compare t~e relative efficiency of the fungus. under 
the different treatments, WIth the' temperature factor eliminated. 
The. results of such a comparison are shown. ill the. last two columns' 
of Table 6. In 9 out of the 14 cases analyzed, the fUngus was 
checked by the carbon dioxide treatment to a degree equivalent to 
total inhibition during the entire period in the refrigerator, and in . . 
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E'IOURIII 15.-Carbon dioxide curve and tem· E'IGUBIII 16.-Carbon dioxide curve and tem. 
perature curves In an experiment with Belle perature curves In an experiment with Krum~ . 
peaches In 32-quart ponT refrigerators, Au· mel pp.llches In 82-quart ponT refrigerators, 
gust .23 to 26. 1927: a, Control refrigerator Octotier 7 to 10, 1927: a.. Coatrol refrigera
with 60 pennds of Ice; II, refrigerator With tor with 60 pounds of lee t ~ refrigerator 
40 pounds of Ice and 2(1 pound!! ot Bolld with 30 pounds of Ice ann .:6 pounds of 
CO.. The thermographs were covered with solld C02 
fruit but near the top of the refrigerator 

several instances complete inhibition can be considered t.o have ex
tended over into the period of storage at &9.0 F. When it is noted 
from the curves in Figures 14 to 21 that the carbon dioxide had 
usually escn,ped from the refrigerators several hours before the fruit 
was removed, :the extent of the inhibition is still I¥0re emphasized. 

The number of hours of inhibition or the percenta~ of inhibition 
reported in any particular instance must, of course, oe regarded as 
approxiniate; but the results as a whole give great emphas~", to the 
posSible value of carbon dioxide gas as a deterrent. to furigal invasion. 

Mathematical computation of the inhibition in Rhizopus needle 
inoculations and in the dusting inoculations with Monilia has not 
been attempted; but the data given in Table 6, and other records not 
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reported, aresWfi~~t :to show· that the inhibitipll; i~ both at these 
cases was as great as that with the Monilia nee,dle inoculations.: ",. 

'" .'. _ _. i ' 

PEACHES .IN BE~GERATO~ CABS" 

Solid carbon dioxide was used a)so in car:.lot shipm~nts.of peaches.
The method' .of handling has been described under Methods and Al?
paratus (p. 7), and the metho'ds used in the, inoculation, of the frUit 
are described on page 22.' ' . 

, AU the inoculations were made !Ii' . 
at one time and th~ inoculated, f~uit ~7S.j-,..."-r---r...-:-.-r-~.......-r---. 
packed at once beslde the recording ~. " ' 
thermometers. It often>happened. ~ 
~ ... •. :~~HAfilrI~--+---I"~-+---I~-I 

~~. - '~~r-rJ... " ~.['. , 
,~~ _ ~ t'\~~~ 
~~20 ~zs T ~', '\' 
~~ ~ I I'\. ' ...... ' 
q::~ ~ " I .~i-e.:""_0 

~~\z~~~, ~~ 
~68f\\-\-.\+---If---+--I---I--t--l~ ~ ~ 68 zo~ 

~$9 \~~,... " 1$ ~ .g~?' ~ c ~"s~ 
~o -- _ 10 ~ ~~ \:',,6 a IO~, 
~, a -:::,.::::.:;:::::: ~ ~ ~___ P'" f-4rti ~. 
~ oS".i !Ii...., I=:1i"~G!Ii 
~ ~ ".,. ,, .~ 

oR 0 
;fl.li~ . ~za~1"It , ~~ . -oz...,

Ot:'T./Z OC7:/.3 ocr./., oCk/or 
FmUllll 17.-Carbon dioxide curve and tempera- FlOUR'!! 18.-Carbon dioxide' .curves and 

ture curves In an experiment with Elberta temperature curves In an experiment
peacbes In 32..quart pony refrlgerntors" Octo- with Belle and .Elberta peaches In 80
ber 12 to 15, 1027: II, Control refrigerator quart pony refrigerators. August 1 
with 60 Eounds of Ice at the beginning of to 4, 1928. 0, Control refrigerator
the exper ment~ 31 pounds added O('tober 13 with 135 pounds of Ice; b refrlgera
at 4p. m., 8n.U 27 pounds added October 14 tor with 120 pounds' 'of i'ce and 15 
at 1 p. m.; ~ refrigerator with 35 'pounds pounds of solid CO.; c, refrigerator
of lee and 20 pounds of solid CO" at the with 110_~oundsof Ice /lnd 25 pounds. 
belrlnnlng of the experiment and 10 pounds of 801ld CO.; 11, ,refrigerator ,with 100 
Bond co. added October 14 at 1 p. 'm. One pounds cf Ice. and 35 pounds of soUd 
layer of lD8ulatlng telt was used between the CO.. - The temperatures, reported are 

j two layers the topfruit and the lee pan In 0, and the average of records from 
of felt In b and bottom layers of baskets. On

August 4 record fruit was transferred 
to 50° F. storage chamber 

that one of the cars was loaded earlier than the others; in ..uch cases" an effort was made to maintain similar temperature conditions by 
placing all the test fruit in the car that was bemg loaded. This some
times resulted in a drop in temperature during loading followed 
by a rise in temperature when the test crates were finally placed 
in position together with warmer fruit. The temperature and car:. 
bon-dioxide records are given in Figures ~2 to 26, inclusive, and 
the icing records and the time and place of shipment are reported 
in the legends to these figures. 

As shown in Figures 22, 23, 24, and 26, the solid carbon dioxide 
resulted in a more rapid cooling of the fruit in the t.op of the load, 
but. Figure 25 shows that the .cooling in the top of the carbon dioxide 
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car was slightly behind that inth~ control car and decid~dly behind 
that in the blower car. 

In the e~riment of Figure 22 the carbon dioxi<le content of the 
air in the refrigerator car remained about 18 to 20 per cent for the 
first 5, hours after the car was closed, and probably dropped rapidly 

~,' after that. In the experiment of Figure 26 the carbon dioxide was 
above 20 per cent for 10 hoUl'S and aboye 10 per cent for 18 hours, 
and in the experiments shown in Figures '23, 24, arid 25 it was above 
20 per cent for about 14'hours and above-l0 per cent for 23 hours or 
longer. The percentage of gas in, ' 
some shipments (figs. 23 and 24) ~.fc:1O.--.[,-y-,~-.....---r-r--. 
w~ but little greater than in others~, . 
(figs. 25 ,and 26), yet far more ~ 1\ 

~ ~ 7SHifrm-f~-c-+-I---I---II---I 
~~ ~ ,\', 
~ ~ ~ '\ l\i l~ ~H!~'-~b~~~~~+-~-+--I 
~.It1 ~ i r'-~K" 
~ I. ~~~La ~2 i r-...~ 
~ '\.C I......... ~ .'" I " 't-. 

" I.. "....... '-I," I 1', "~ 
'f,-. .....', 1'.. !II I ... 
~ I ..... I -. ~ I0 ... 

~~. ~~,~
I{ v 86 r-;---r-...,.--r----..-..,,----. ~ 

~"'r---:r---r-,..---.---r-,..--....,zs~ ~ {'77 

~4J8 zo~ ~~ :1 
~ ~ ~~ '$~ ~ ~ t\ ~ 
~- ,,~_ ~ ~ ~(I ~ ~ so \ ~ -S ¢-55 ~(I ~ 
~41 !T 

-

S ~ 4l.f ~~~ .,. " 
,RL..~-'n--L-A,.,---J.L...A.'«-.L....-......J..---L..--,..L.---Jo oS:Z _.AU¥: H~. ~ ~ • "'I'I! (I 

~.",. .AI'447.... :::::;a;:'7 ~41 ;;;::tEeo ~I/ AtC;ijizz ;::;;acz.. 

F'IOUJlIII 19.-Carbon diOxide cu"es and tem· FIOUD 20.-Cnrbon dloxldt CUtTe8 and 
perature cn"es In an experiment with temperature cnrves In, an experiment
Belle peaches In 80-quart pony refrlgera- with Belle peaches In 8O-quart pony
tors, August 15 to 18, 1928: G.l Control No refrlgeratolB, August 20 to 23, 1928: 
frlgerator with 141 pounds ox Ice; b~ re. G, Control refrigerator with 140 pound!!" 
frlgei'Dtor with 126 pounds of Ice ann 15 ox Ice; b. a. and d. three dl1ferent re:'
pounds of solid CO.; a, refrigerator with frlgerators, each with 90 pounds of Ice 
111 pounds of Ice and 30 pounds of BoUd and 50 pounds of Bolld 'CO.; b differed 
CO.; d, refrigerator with 87 pounds of Ice from the others In having two %-inch 
and 50 pounds of solid CO.. The tempera- holes In t~e bottom of the fruit cham
tures reported are the average of records ber. The temperatures reported are 
from the top and bottom layers of baskets the average of records from the top

and bottom layers of baskets 

solid carbon dioxide was used. This difference was apparently due 
to the fact that the cars of the later shipments were new, whereas 
those of the earlier shipments were not. 

In all cases critical tests were made as to the flavor of the fruit 
at, destination, but there 'was no indication of any unfavorable effect 
resulting from exposure to the carbon dioxide gas. The peaches 
from the test cars tasted somewhat greener in some instances than 
did those in the control cars, and the pressure tests showed that 
they were actually less mature; but the differences in flavor were 
not unlike the differences found between the fruit in the top and the 
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bottom of'the same car. In one shipment (~~ 24) the fruit was held 
in cold storage for two weeks' after unloading; at the end of that 
time. the flavor of the peaches -from the test car was fully as, good as 
that .of the, peaches from the control car. 

Sample lots of fruit from the other shipments were forwarded to 
Washington; D. C., for further tests on flavor. In no instance was 
any distinctly objectionable flavor detected, but in two shipments 
(figs. 25 and 26) the fully ripelJ.ed peaches of the, test cars had a 
slightly different flavor 
from those of the control 
car., The variation within 
the particular lots was 
much greater than the dif
ference between the lots,but 
on the whole the fruit £rom 
the test car seemed to show 
a sli~ht reduction in aroma; 
acidity, and juiciness, ,and 
a slight increase in sweet
ness. In Elberta peaches 
the usual bitter flavor was 
lacking in the treated fruit 
while still 8resent in the 
untreated. f a group of 8 
per son s who critically 
tested the fruit from the 
first of these shipments 
(Belle), 3 could detect no 
difference in flavor, 4 pre
ferred the fruit that had 
been exposed, to carbon, 
dioxide, and 1 preferred 
the fruit from the control 
car; and of a group of 
16 who tested the fruit 
from th:) second shipment 
(Elberta), 5 could find no 
difference in flavor, 5 pre
ferred the fruit from the' 
test car, and 6 preferred 
the fruit fro~ the control 
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FIGURE 21.-Carbon dioxide c~s aad tempe~a

ture curves In an experiment with Elberta 
peaches in 8()-quart pony refriger&tors, AUguflt 
29 til September 1, 1928: a; Control refrigerator
wIth 140 pounds of Ice; h, refrigerator with 120 
pouuds of ice and 20 pounds of solid CO.;' ~ 
refrigerator with 100 pounds of ice and 4u 
pounds' of solid CO. (large pIeces) ; d, refrigera
tor with 100 pounds of Icc and 40 pounds of solid 
CO. (small pIeces) ; e, outside temperature. On 
September 1 recnrd fruit was transferred to 59" 
F. storage chamber 

car~ 

As in previous experiments, the carbon dioxide had a very decided 
effect upon the firmness of the fruit. The average resistance to the 
pressure tester for tIle peaches in the top of the five test cars was 
practically the same as that for the peaches in the. bot.tom of the five 
control cars and differed but little from that before shipment, 
whereas the average pressure test for the peaches in the top of the 
five control cars,wB;s 36 :pe~ cent lower. . . ... _, 

The carbon dIOXIde dId not show qUlte so great inhlbltmgactlOn 
on the growth of the fungi as it did on the softening of the fruit, yet 
the contrasts were very SIgnificant. The average development of the 
rot organisms in the top of the test car was greater than that in the 
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FIGURE 22.-Tempernture curves in nn experiment with 

Delle penches shipped in retrigerAtor cnrs from Fort 
Vnlley, Gn., June 30, 1027. The broken I1nes give the 
records for the test cnr, the solid lines the records tor 
the control cnr; te, Top center; t~ top bunker; be, bot
tom center; bb, bottilm bunker. The test cnr received,
In nddltlon to stnndnrd Icing, 430 pounds of soUd CO. 
held In crntes scnttered over the top at the land nna 
somewhnt Insulnted tram it. At 2 p. m. the ntlOOsphere
in the test cnr contnined 12.5 per cent of COa; nt 2.30 
p. m., 18 per cent; nnd from 3.30 tlll 7 p. m., 20 to 21 
per cent. The top center and bottom bunker ntmos
pheres showed practicnlly no difference. There were 
476 crates ot penches in each car 

the softening of the fruit equal to a 13.1~degree reduction in tem
perature during the entire trip and an effect upon the rots greater 
than that of a 6.6-degree reduction in temperature during the entire 
trip. If it is assumed that this inhibiting effect upon the rots was 
confined to the first 
36 hours after load
ing, as it probably 
was to a large extent., 
it may be said that 
during this period 
the solid carbon di
oxide had an inhibit~ 
ing effect upon the 
rots approximately 
equal to that of an 
1S-degree drop in 
temperature. 
If the behavior of 

the Monilia rots is 
studied on the basis 
of the values in Fig
ures 12 and 13, the 
differences in growth 
may be interpreted 
in terms of the degree 
of inhibition in the 
test car as compared 
with that in the con
trol car. It is found, 
for example, that in 
the shipment shown 
in Table 7 under Fig
ure 23 the rots in the 

car, but less than the 
average development 
in the control car. 

The average di:ffer
ence in temperature
between the top and 
bottom of the control 
cars was 13.1 degrees 
Fahrenheit, and the 
average difference in 
temperature between 
the top of the control 
cars and the average 
temperature for the:;:e 
cars was 6.6 degrees. 
Expressed in temper
ature values, the use 
of solid carbon diox
ide had an effect upon 
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FIGURE 23.-Carbon dioxide cur;e nnd temperature curves 
in nn experiment with Hiley peaches shipl!ed in retr.!F.er
ntor curs tram Fort Vnlley, Gn., July 7, 11128. The 
broken lines stve the records tor the test cnr, the saUd 
lines the records tor the control car: to, Top center; 
Ib, top bunker; be, bottom center; bb, bottom bunker. 
Tbe test cnr received, in nddltlon to stnndnrd Icing, 884 
Unes the records tor the control car: to, Top center;
at the car nbout 16 Inches nbove the load. The test 
cllr received 100 pounds more Ice nt the relclng stations 
thnn did the control cnr hut wns unlanded 18 hours 
Inter thnn the control car 
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top of the test car showed a reduction in efficiency equal to 19 ;per 
cent for the whole shipping period" and those in the bottom of the 
car a similar reduction of 8 per cent; in the shipment described in 
Figure 24 the rots in the top of the test car showed a reduction of 
48 per cent, and those in the bottom a reduction of 44 per cent. The 
data in Table 7 show that the inhibition of the Rhizopus rots was 
equally great. 

'In some instances the better condition of the fruit in the test car, 
as to firmness and decay, may have been partly due to differences in 
temperature; but a study of the curves in Figures 22 to 26, inclusive, 
leads to the conclusion that ~ 

~::~1h~d~.~frg~ ~:I 1~~1"fct 1 1 'I 1
From the economic ~~ 10 I f> 
standpoint it should be ~~ 0'------'-'--'-_-'--:6-=""--L_.L..--L----I 


noted that, as shown in 

Table 7 under Figure 23, ~6 , ~ .,., 


the fruit in the test car was I.. 77 • ~.\' i.S' 

~ I , ,'\. z~

in distinctly better condi- ~ \~\ \.~ .#. ~ 
tion on arrival than that ~68 ~ \~~,.,~~ zo~ 
in the control car, both as ~n .\ \\'~;. " ....... ,,3:
0 

to firmness and rot devel-;)I~~~ ",'"i... ~~ f"-J'.D ................" ~ ~, I", ~ 
--.... ~ 9:~ ~ r-..... 109:
opment, in spite of the ~ ~ ...... ~ ;:t ~ 
fact that the control car ~41 f '," ",.(, --- ': J !oj 

was unloaded 18 hours i,i;~- ;-- _~ _I' 4 ~ 
earlier. In two cars un- 3Z • ..tHo Po"' • .-#x A'¥'t<. _ AW. AH. ~. 0 

loaded at practically the ........." -.7 //tA.8 
 AV6.9 

same time (fi!!. 24), the FIGURlil 24.-Carbon dioxide curves and tempera
~ ture curves In an experiment wltb Elberta

con.dition of the fruit in peaches shipped In refrlg(!rator cars from Hamlet, 
N. C. August 6, 1928. The broke" lines give thethe contro I car was sue h as records for the test car, the soUd lines the records

't t for the control car: te, Top center; tb, topto kma e 1 necessary 0 bunker; be, bottom center; 1I11! bottom bunker.
place it on the market at The test car received, In addition to standard 

whereas the frUI't l'n Icing 1,000 pounds of solid CO, held on a scaffold once·, In the center about 1.6 Inches above the load. 
the test car was placed in The test car also received 2 per cent of salt In

the bunkers at the shipping point. The control 
storage to be held for car required 2,100 pounds more Icc at tbe relclng

' 1 stations than the test car. On August 9 record Iater sa es. I The Inocu ated fruit was tmnsf·erred to 84' F. storage 
fruit from both cars was 
transferred to cold storage, however, and it was found that the devel
opment of rots on the peaches fr.:>m the test car after two weeks in 
storage only slightly exceeded that of the rots on the peaches from 
the control car at the time of. unloading. 

One shipment (fig. 25) included a car in which a Galloway pre
cooling apparatus' was used in comparison with the carbon dioxide 
car and with the control car. The results, as given in Table 7, show 
practically the same resistance to pressure in the fruit of the blower 
car (with precooling apparatus) as in that of the carbon dioxide car. 
The development of Monilia and Rhizopus rots, however, was very 
much greater in the blower car than in the carbon dioxide car and not 
greatly different from that in the control car. 

• GALLOWAY, A. G. A PORTABLE PRECOOLING APl'ARATUS. U. S. D4!pnrtment of Agricul
ture, Bur. Plant Indus., July lIS, 1929. [Mimeographed.] 
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Another. shipment (fig~. 26) included' a. sa.lted,car in ~dition to the 
oontrol ca.r and the ca.rbon dioxide ca.r"the latter also salted .. The 
average results on firmness a.nd:decay in the salted car, fell about 
.halfway between those in the CQptrol car .and those of the carbon 
dioxide car, but in\\thetop, of the; lo~d the r.esults on. both firmness 
and decay wer.e pJ,'actically the. same. as those in the control; 

4 

~fC 
0 

\ 
I 

0 
I 
I 

I 
I \ 

'" " I ,- -.
0 

4, 

A.... ~u. A.M. ",.... A..... 0 
JULY S JULY"" JUL'f. 

FIGURE 25.-Carbon dioxide curves aDd temperature curves ID aD e%Perlment with 
HlIey peacbes shipped .In refrigerator cars from ThomasoD, Ga., June 8Q... 1930 : 
to, Top center; til, top bunker; lIo~ bOttom center; lib, bottom bunker. TDe car
bon dioxide car received 450' pounas of solid CO. placed iD crate:: on top of the 
load. Tbe carbon dioxide car had 400 pounds of salt. added at the shlppiDg point
aDd the blower car 300 pounds. The solid carbon dioxide car required 200 
pounds aDd. tbe control car 1,070 pounds more ice than did the blower car 

DEWBERRY EXPERIMENTS 

The dewberry is even more perishable than the strawberry but may 
be exposed to carbon dioxide gas with far less danger of injury than 
either the peach or the strawberry. 

In the experiments with dewberries no inoculations were made, and 
no satisfactory method was devised for measuring the firmness of the 
fruit. Before the experiments were started, however, sample lots of 
fruit were graded, and the' berries were classified' as firm, soft, or 
rotten. At. the end of the experiments similar lots were graded 
according to the same standards' to determine the increase in rot and 
the decr.ease in the number of firm berries. 
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BFFECT OF OARliON DIOXIDE UPON TRANSIT DISEASESl 3'1: 
)} 

DEWBERRIES IN 1'0NY·llEFBlGEBA.TOBS 

The pony-~fri~rator experiments were caI;'ried out as' described 
for ~awberries (p.'1). The results are shown in Table. 8. In the 
ex~ents of FIgureS 3,4,7, and 20, only a few baskets of dew
berries were used ill each refrigerator, the main experiment being 
upon another fruit. In the experiments shown in Figures.-.27 and 28 
the refrigerators were filled with dewberries, with the exception of 
small lots of other fruits, as will be pointed out later. 
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FIGUlllil 26.-Carbon dioxide curves and temperature curves 11i an experllnent with 
Elberta peaches shipped In refrigerator cars from Thomaston, Gn., JUly. 21, 
1930: to; Top center; tb, top bunker; be, bottom center; bb, bottom bunker. 
The carbon diOxide car received 466 pounds of solid CO, placed In crates on top
of the load and nn additional 113 pounds placed In tne bunkers. The cnrbOn 
dIoxide cnr had 400 pounds of salt added nt the shipping point and the salted 
car 300 pounds nt shipping point and 139 pounds en route. The snIted cnr 
required 4,284 pounds and the control cnr 5,670 pounds more Ice than did the 
solid carbon dioxide cnr 

The flavor o:f the dewberries remained unimpaired under all the 
conditions of the various experiments, despite the fact that the car
bon dioxide treatment was sometimes even more severe than that 
which had usually spoiled the flavor of peaches and strawberries. 
In the experiment reported in Figure 4 a small lot of dewberries 
was included with a strawberry test, and in the experiments reported 
in Figures 21 and 28 small lots of strawberries were included with 
the dewberry tests. In all three experiments the flavor of the dew
berries was unaffected by the carbon dioxide treatment, whereas the 
flavor oJ the strawberries was rendered either insipid or distinctly: 
bad. .3*:' .'.1 
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TABLE 7.-Condition of peaches and peach~rot organismB after shipment in. standard refrigerator car8 with different methotla of cooling ~ 
, ,,.~00 

Flavor of peaches in- Pressure test of peaches In- Rots from Monilia needle inl)Ctl}atlons 	 d 
....j~ Peaches Infectedli Diameter ohota on pee.cheJ

In- in-· 	
.~ 

Figure Location in car Carbon 
~ferencel Control Blower Salted I~a:~~~ IControll Blower I Salted 	 i 

dioxide ~ car car car car car I car I car I car Carbon Control Carbon Control Blower Salted ....
dfoxlde car dioxlde car car· car 

car car· . 	 A
1---\---1---1----------.---------.- - .. -- ~ 	 . :~Ounce. Ouncu Ounce. OU1lCU Pu cent Per cent Mrn .Mrn Mrn Mrn -' 

i 
'.~15.2 10.2 •••••••, ••••••••••••••, ••••________.,___ ••••••••_•••••••, ••••••••, ••

f:}:~g ~n~e:::::::::::::::::::: .~~.::: .~.~.::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 13.4 3.2 ••.••••, ••••••__ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
'.\.;

1 Average top 01 cat•••••••••• •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 14.3 6.7 •• , ••••• """" ••••••••••••••••••••, ••• __•••••••• """" .,•••••••• 
FIg. 22...........1Bottom center ••••••••••_••••• Good •••• Qood............._____•••••• 
 t~

Bottom bunker••••• _••••••••••••do•••••••do•••_ •••••••••••••••••••• }~ ~ tt ~ ::::::::1:::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: .,'.,Average bottom of.cat •••••••__•___•__ ....____••••••••_•••••••••••_. 16. 2 14 

Average {or ClIr._•••••••••••••••••••, _...__ •__• _ •••••••••••••_••••_ 15.2 10.4 
 ~ 13.1 7.2 ~:f:~g ~:u~::::::::::::::::::: .~~::: .~~::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 11.8 U.3 	 co.~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~r~5--· --i5"~ "'~r '''''~I ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ 

.~ 

Average top 01 car•••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ ••••• _ •••••••••••••_••• 12.5 8.3 	 I-' 
f:: 

Fig. 23.I ....•...IlBottom center •••••••••••••••• Good••• Good••••••••••••••••_•••••• 12. 6 13.2 ......., ........ 05 100 7.1 9.9 ••••___• __'''''''' OCI
.. 	 : :~
Bottom bunker..................do•••••••do•••••••••••••••••••••••• 12.8 12. 5 ....__•• ........ 90 100 4.0 4.2 "",.____'''''''_ 


Average bOttom ot car............................................... 12. 7 12. 0 ••••__•• __...... 02. 6 100 5.0 7.1 ••••___........... l! 

12.6 10.6 	 ..............__ 96.3 100 H.l i8. 7 ._•• _~........, ••• ~ 

13.4 . 6.2 ....... , ........ 65 100 4. 7 33.1i ..~......__••••••~ 

12.8 	 ...",,, ........ 05.1 100 6. 7 .26. 2 ••__•__• __......_. 


Avemge top oecat__ ........ ..........................______......., 13.1 7.3 ..__..........,. 76.1 100 Ii. 7 29.0 ••:._•••••~~...... ")

Fig. 24......._• .11 Bottom conter ................ Good... Good......................_ 14.4 12.1 


:}:~tii~:~~~~:::::::::::: ~~~::: ~~%~::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 8.4 	 Pl 

• 	 ilBottom bunker. __.._._••_••_••••do.......do......__ ~.......__••••.• 13.8 14.2 i "i 

Cj

Average bottom ot car...... _..........................__........... 14.1 13.2 :::::::: :::::::::g ftJ I H· ::::::::,:=:~::::::

Average (or car...........................__...........__ .....__••• 13.6 10.2 ........ ........ 42.5 85.0 4.4 17.6 ........1_._._..___ ~ 


Top center.........._._..__••• Good... Good... Good......__..... 14.6 13.6 14.3 ........ ........ ........ 38. 6 46. i 41. 21...~...__ ~ 

Top bunker........."............110.......do.......do•••_ ......._•• 14. 4 12.4 14.7 •••__." __...... ........ 32. 4 46.ll 46. 3 ~"""_" 0 


Fig 26 I) Average top of car......__._............--....-..........-- .......... 14.6 13 14.5 ........ ",,__ 'w ........ 35. Ii 45.2 43.8 ••__...... 1'1\ 

• 	 .......... Bottom center................ Good... Good •.•• Good••_ ....__.... 14 13.8 13.7 ........ __• __... __...." 17.2 20.:1 23,2 


Bottom bunker•• __......__......do.......do••••••_do•••, .......... 14 14.7 14.6 ......" ...__.........,. 0.3 17.1 .10.6 
 ~ Avemge bottom oC car...._.__............___........................ 14 14.3 14.1 ............, .........,. 13. 3 10 21.4 

, "Average for car............ :.............__•__.........__ ......__•• 14.3 13.6 14. 3 .........____.....__•••• 24.4 32.1 32. 6 .)....__•• __ 


'!TOP center .................... Good... Oood............. GOOd.. . n.2 6.1 6.6 .. , __....__..... 44 64.6 ........ 1i2 ~ 

, Top bunker....................._do.......do.......~.........do..••• 10.2 5.0 7.3 .......... __ ••" 40. 8 65.4 ........ 62. 7 ~ 


Fig 26 I Average top of car ........................--......................... 10. 7 6 6.6 •• " .... ,,,__'>0 42. 4 65 ........ 62. 4 

• 	 .......... Bottom center. __............. Good._. Good............. Good.. . 14.7 '7.8 • 12. 7 __.~.... :....... 14. 4 I 22. 1+6 ____•••• !l3.1+3.2 ~. 


; Bottom bunker__ ................do•••••••do............__ •••do.... 13.S 114 113.6 .........__..... 4 16,0+4 • __.....1'.2. 7+1. 8
l Average bottom ot cat.............---- ..............__._............ 14.1 10. 0 13.1 _.___._.......,. . 0.2 14.1 ..__•__• . 7. \I 

12.4 8.6 9.8 ........ __...... 25. 8 34. 6 ......~. 30. 2 ~ 


[Top~1~~.~~~:::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ........1........
13 8.3 87.6 100 26.6 40.1 .--..... --_••--... 
AVCfaie.... ltBottom of car•••• --...--..............~......_........................ 14.2 13.1 ........ ........ 51.3 85.\} 7.\} n.4 ....._•• __........ 


Entire car•••••~.......__.....................__.................~..... 13.6 10.7 ...........__.__ 69.4 93 17.2 211. B ......__!.._______. 




Rots rrom Monilia dusted In- Rots from' Rhlzopus needle Inoculations Increase In diameter or colonies or rot organisms in Petri dish oculatlons 

Peachea InfectedlDlameter or rotslPeaches Inrectedl Diameter or rots on peaches In- Monlllaln- Rhlzopusln-Figure rererence I In- on peaches In- In

tld£~~8:!Control! £~~8:!Control! £~\>8:!ContrOl! £~~~8:!Control! Blower! Salted !£~~~8~! con,trol! Blower! Salted !£~\>8:lcontroll BlowerISalted 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

---------1---1---1---1---1___1___1___1___1___1___1___1___I___I___I~___I___I___I___ ~ 
Pucent PUCt7lt Mm Mm PtTct7ltiPuctntlMm 1 Mm 1 Mm 1 Mm 1 Mm 1 Mm 1 Mm I Mm I Mm 1 Mm 1 Mm I Mm ~ 

30.8 ,6. 2 8.5Fig. 22.-_________________ J ~1. 4 96.7 8.3 14.1 ",~
43. 7 63.8 7.3 11.3 ~ 

----ii--- ---86'-- ----ii--- ----5--- :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :134.3 00.5 6.4 9.8 o 0 0 0 _______________________- ________________________________________________ -- ______
90.5 114.5 7 10 o 43 0 2. 5 ___________________ ----- ________________________________________________ -------62.4 97 6.7 9.9 o 0 0 0 ________________________________________________________________________ --______Flg.23._______________ •__ .I{ 15 20 2.3 2.8 o 0 0 0 __________________________________________________________________________----- e
23.6 .8 2.1 2 o 0 0 0 _____________________________________________________________________________..
19.3 10.3 2.2 2.4 o 21.5 0 1.3 _____________________________________________________________--- ____________--- ~ 40. 9 53.7 4.4 6.2 o 45.1 0 5.5 __________________________ •___________,-- _______________________________________ _87 3.4 10. 9 o 39.9 0 8. 3 _.. _______________•___________________________________ ,_______________________ __

60 4 10.3 o 42. 5 0 6.9 ________________________________________________________________________ -- _____ _
73.5 3.7 10.6 ~ 
8 3 10 o 000 
2 3 2 o 0 0 0 ::::::::1::::::::1::::::::1::::::::1::::::::1::::::::1::::::::I::::::::I::::::::!~:::::~~~-------------I! I 5 3 6 o 0 0 0 ~ 

39.3 3.4 8.3 o 21.3 0 3.5 
1.5 6.7 

13.2 18.6 ---HT'I::::=::l-~--- ---[~- ---~~5- ::::~::: ==:::::: :~:::::: :::::::: :::::::: .~~15.4 ________ 26. 5 37.4 34. 3 _________________________ __.--~--- ______7.4 12.7
Fig. 25.___"' .. __ .. _____ ......... ___ 1__ .... ____ 1..... ______ 1_..___ ...... 1______ ..... 1________ 1..___ .... _ .. o 0 o ________ 7.9 13.2 14.5 ._______ 17.5 28 36 ______ __ ~ 


.5 .8 o 1________ 1.1 3 5.2 -------- 5 5.5 16.5 -------o ________ 4.5 8.1 9.9 ________ 11.3 16. 8 26. 3 ______ __ .;1.3 .4 7.7 ________ 15.5 22. 8 22.1 __________________________________.----3.8 6.5 2 2Q. 7 36 3lI.6 _______• ______________________ __
2 3.2 4. 7 24.6 35. Ii 37 _______________________________ • !4.7 9.4 
3.4 6.3 3.4 22.6 35.8 35.3 

Fig. 26. ______ .... ___ ............ ----1____....... "1 ___ ...... __ ________ 1__ .. __ _ .. _1__ ...... _ .. __ o 0 '12 16 ----·---I---ii"--I::::::::I-------ii ~ 
1 ........ 1_........ 
 g g 1--.------ o 0 __ ._____ .0o 0 14 13 2 5.5 ________ ,3o 0 o 0 8 4.8 ;;,I,1.7 11.3 21.9 20.1 1________ 1________ 1________ 1______ __1.7 3.2 ________ .________ 24.6 36. 633.7 85.3 5.2 10. 3 2. 7 7.1Average_______________ 1 
{ 

22. 5 ::::::::I::::::::I---'an--ir2'1::::::::C:::::11.2 7.7 2.6 4.2 2.3 8.1 
46.5 3.9 7.3 13.4 22.4d a: ~ 1::::::::1:::::::: I

C1l 
I For data on variety, CO" temperature, and treatment, see Figs. 22 to 26, Inclusive. , 
I The test car was unloaded 18 hours after tqe control car, but no adjustment has heen made In the data. 
I The bottom or the salted car was unloaded 26 hours and the bottom of the control car 48 hours after the carbon dIoxide car. 'rhe StIrn or the two numbers giveD under Monilia 

represents the total growth at the time of unloading, the first or the Dll!Dbers giving the estbnated growth at the time the carbon dioxide ~ was UDloaded, and the second !lumoor 
thO estimated growth during the further delay. The change In the Rhizopus l'Ots and In the softening or the fruit during the delay wi!S probably extremely ,small. ft5 

\',..~~'" ,,;....::.... ,~',.~'''':,_:J;.~.- ' ,_.J' ,.~,,~ ~., _v ..• 
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TABLE. 8.-Conclition of detoberriea after being held in pon1l refrigerator8 with 
aolid carb01~ dio~de aa a supplementary refrigerant 

Ice Decrease Inciea&.,
Figure rererence I At begln- At .d Solid C02 Flavor infirm inrotten 

ning . en 	 berries berries 
--------------!I-~~ 

Pound8 Pound. Good 	 Per cem: Per elm_o _________________________________ _________
135 16 15 _____ __________________________________________ '. 

Fig. 3.________________ { 	 120 32 
do~ 

25 ___ 	 ________________________--do~------------------110 40 35 _____do___________________________________________ •
100 47 
144 36 .0 _____do_______________________ 64.1 32. 5 

FIg. 4_________________ { 	 Jl9 42 15 _____do_______________________ 17.3 4. 3 
119 23 20 _____do_______________________ 18.4· 8. 9' 
110 44 

Fig. 7 _________________ { 	 163 22 ag =:==:~~=:=:=:=::::::::::::::C ~{__~~:~________~~~ 7 _____do___________________________________________
B7 23 12 _____do______________________ ~ ____________________94 12 o _____do________________________________" ::_______ _
140 10 50 _____do___________________________________________FIg. 20________________ { 90 33 50 _____do___________________________________________
90 34 50 _____do__________________ , ________________________
90 35 

163 18 o _____do______________________ 53.9 46.1Fig. 27______________.. { 	 28 _____do___________ __ .________ 9.1 13.8~133 33 
28 _____do_______________________ 11.0 18; l> 

170 13 
97 45 o _____do_______________________ 11. 5 9.1Fig. 28________________ { 	 35 _____do____________________ .__ 6.8 2.8133 30 

101 46 36 _____do_______________________ 1.4 1.3 

I For data on temperature, C02 andlengthot1reatm~J:).t,seeFlgs.3, 4, 7, 20, 27, and 28. 

The carbon dioxide always hllld an inhibiting action on the rots 
of the dewberries and always helped to maintain the firmness of the 

S10 iruit. In the three experi

ments in which complete.


c\ recQ];ds were kept, both 

the average percentage of 

rot and the average de::'
f~,.I 	 crease in firm berries in 

I ..... 
I the treated lots were lessI 
I ~ :-.... 	 than a third of the aver

o ages in the fruit from 

.!'6,----r---r:7r""-,.~-,.._-._-_,30 the control refrigerators. 


(Table 8,) In some cases 

77r-.t..--\--++--t--t--I-t-+--I---j~ these differences may have 


l' . ~ been partly due to the dif

~ tS8HI-""'-\-o......JH---\+-+--t----\-t-.,.+-120 \r ferences in temperatU(re, 

~ ~ but a study of the tem
~~ I ~ p.erature curves (figs. 4, 

~ , AS: l\! 27, and 28) convinces one 
~ ~ that th.ey mu.st have been' 
~ ~ a - 6 10 ~ mainly due to the pres-
I;: ~~~~::Jr:-.- ~ ence of the carbon dioxide 

41 	 S gas. 

DEWBERRIES 	IN REFRIGERATOR 
CARS 

FIGURE 27.-Carbon dioxide curves and temperature 
curves in an 	experiment with .dewberrles in l:!O The car-lot shipments of 
quart, pony refrigerators, Jurie 12 to Hi, 1929; dewberries were carried
G, Control refrigerator with 163 pounds of ice; 
b, .otrlgerator with 133 pounds of Ice and 28 out as already described 
pound~ of solld CO.; 	 0, refrigerator with 97 
pounds of Ice and 28 	 pounds of solid CO.; It, for strawberries. The· re
outside temperature. The refrigerator In 0 was suits are shown in Table 9 
not of standard construction and has been de- • • 
scribed In the legend to Figure 6. The tempera- and In FIgures 29 to 33, 
tures shown are the averages of records from the l' C1USI've 
top and bottom layers of baskets n. 



TABLE 9.-Condition of dewberries and dewberry-rot organi8ms in 8tandard refrigerator car8 with dijJerentmethod8 ofcoplillg 

Increase In diamoter or colonies of rot orgalliSllls 
Rotten berries in- .Flavor of berries iD- sort berries In- In. Petri !llshes . 

.~ 
Gloeosporium in- Rbizopus .In- ~. 

o
Figure reference I Locatio" In car 1-3bon Can· bon Blow. Con· Car·Carbon Oar· I I ICar· Car· 

dioxide :Blower IControl I di· Blow· trol dl· \ er car \ trol bon Cpil·, bon I I ICon· 
car car car . de er car ! car oxide car di. Blow· tro! di. :B pw· trol ~ o~r car er car car o1;ide. er ear caroxide 

car c!l1' 

----------1------------11-1---- i___._I---I---I---I---I--._,---.-.'--"-'--'--1---'---'--
Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cellt Per ctnt :Mrn Mm Mm 14m Mm Mm 

TOP center •••••••••••••••• Good._. """"" Good.__ •.•••••• ........ 16.1 •••:'••••--..... 6 .................._•• -...........------••••••• 

Top bunker ..................do_................do. ••• : 10. 5 ••• __... 19.2 , 7,7 7.8 ........................ " •••--' .--..-........ 


Average top of car...... __..........__...... .......... 10.5 ........ 17.7 7.7 6.9 ................ --...............--"--....... s

Fig. 29••_ ....__....\ Bottom center ............ Good._........... Good... '6.6 ........ 15.9 '4. 5 5.3 ........ - ..--....."".'••••••_.......--••••••• .0


Bottom bunker. __...........do......._..._.....do_.__ '7.1 ____.... 12.1 'a. a 2 ......................--..............--....... ~. 

Average bottom of car......__..... ""'''''' ..__..__.. 6.9 ........ 14. 3.9 3.7 ..........--.................................. 


l
.~.l~g~·~~~~;:~~~;;==:::::: ~?~~~::: :::=:::=:= ~?~~~::= l!: g::=:=:=: fg:! t! ~:i :::::::: :::::::: :::::::= =:::::=: :::::::: :::::: 

Average top of car...... .......... .......... .......... 116 16.1 2 5.5 ......-- ...........--.~.............--...."", 
 ~ 
Fig. 30..........•..·1 Bottom center ............ Good._ ........... Good._. 0.8 15.1 1.1 1.7 : .........................--••--............... o


Bottom bunker ..............do._ ...............do.. __ 9 10.2.5 1.4 ...........- ..-- .--...........-- ........."'" 

AYerage bottom of car... .......... .......... .......... 7. 9 12.7,,8 ........ L 6 ..............-- ...........,---••••••••••••--

i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ;~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ;~~~~~~~ 1: !H'H . H ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~.~~~~ ~~~~~ 
"~ 

Fig. 31.. ............\ Bottom cent~r............ Good............. Good.~. 9.6 Ii}; 1 1. 6 2 .., ..................................... -'''', 


B~E;~~¥f:~~~~~~::: :=:~;==:== :::::::::: ::=~;===:: t~· ........ 18:! l~! ........ t! :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::=~:::: :::::~:: ::::::
l 'l'OPL,ooter................ Good••• Good... Good... 9.1 16.4 10.9 0 0.8 .9 9.5 10.5 13.5 6 li.2 25.5 

Top buoker ..................do.......do.......do.... 7.9 15 18.1 1.1 .2 2.3 8.5 15.2 14.5 7 .28 .16 


Anrage top 01 car....... .......... .......... .......... 8.5 15.7 14. 5 .6 : 5 1. 6 9 12. 9 14. 6.5 14.1 20.8 

Flg.3L............\ Bottom center .............GOOd... GOOd... GOOd:•.• 10.9 10.3 3.7.0 .3 .3 6 8.5 8.li 0 .3 1.6 


Bottombunker..............do.......do.......do.... 10.4 11.9 7.5 2.9 .2.7 2 5 5.5 0 0 0 

Averngebottomolcar_................................ 10.7 11.1 5.6 1..5 .3 .5 4 6.8 7 0 .2.8 
, I Averageforcar...................................... 9.6 13.4 10.1 1 .4 1.1 6.6. 9.8 10.5 3.3 7•.110.8
l

I For data on temperature, CO" and length of treatment, see Figs. ~ to 33, Inclusive . 
• Record after 20 hours' expo~ure to outside tompera.ture. See legend for Fig. 29. e 

~,,,.:,_,,_~". ><:~":A ~ ..:-"':.." 
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TABLE 9.-Condition of dewb(lrries and dewberry-rot organisms in standard refrigerator cars with diifere~t me.hods(Jf rooli,.~Oozitinqect ," 
. ' ~. . 

Flavor 01 berries In- Bort berries In- Rotten berrll!S In- Increase In diamete~ Of~.I~n1es of lo.t. Ol'glliJls.'ins.•.•...
' .' '. ,iII Petri dlshe!! '. .,« '. •~ " 

. '0,' 

Ffgnre reference Location In car G1oeosporiiunln-'- 'RhlZoptis In_~ ·.m· 
Car· Car· ' .j;;:;Carbon bon

dioxide Blower Control BI I Con· I bon BI Con~' C C . .~ 
car car dI· ow· trol dl. ow· trol ar· . ar:~. ' "," ,car. oxide er car. car oxide er car Car bon Blow. Con· bon . Blow. ·Con*, .• ,,' 

car dI· ' trol dl·" trol " 
'"' '::' ~= ... '::' .u,", ... «I 

. -,----,---- Per ctfll Per cent Per ctfll P~U1Il ~ Per ~ Mm 'l\iC~MmMm: ~~m. :a'ITop center•••••••••••••••_ Oood... Oood._. •••••••••• 13.922. 6 •••••••• ' .7 1. /I •••••••• . ,7. II 10.1 .~••••~. _45. '1 JIl9 , _._~:" ' 

'jTOP bU.nker •••••.• ".'""'," ._.dO.". - ••••dO___.' ••.••••_... 20.3 34. 6 ••••_... L 6 10. II •__._... U 13',6 ••••-... 163. 3",7.8., 5 •.•,. ';',~".' , ' Average top of car •••• _ •••••••••••••-........ •••••••••• 17.1 28.6 ••_..... 1.2 6 ._...... 9.3 12.1 •••••••• ' M..II "67.S ........

Fig; 33_............I Bottom center._ ••••••••••, Oood___ Oood•••••••••_•••, 12. 4 20. 8 _••••___ 1 1. 7 ._ •• __:., 6 Ii. II • 3li' -.31. 5 .~_~"~ 

Bottom bunker._ ••••••••_ ._.do.__• _ ••do___••••-••••_. 16.1 ,14.5 ••__._._ .7 L 9 __ •___•• 5, 3. Ii I 16 '16. 8, _....._ 
Average bottom of car•••••• -•• ---- --.-.-••••• _._._..... 14. 3 17.7 ~....... .91.8 ••_..... 5. 6 4.1i2/i.619. 2 ~._~. 

Averagelcircar ••• ~••••••••••-••; -.-.-••-•••_••••_... Iii. 7 23.1 ===__1_ 3.9 ••---.-. 7.48.3 "':t9. ta.,1i .!~_~., 
Average of Figs. ToP of car••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9.1 

80 to 32. {Bottomol car••_••••••.•••~ •••••••• ' •• ~••••••••••••••••••• 13.9 
8.6

Average lor car•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8.8
Average of Figs. Top of car ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• "'22.'2' J:g H........ n:::~:::: ::~::: :::::::: ~:~~::~:I:::::::: ::::::j'
12. 8 

82 and 83. {Bottom of car••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 12.11 .9 3.3 9.2 12.11 "80.11/ 41 
. 14. .1-·······, AverB!!e for car••••••~•••••••••••••_••••••••••• ""',"'" 18. 3 •••••••• L2 L1 •••••••• 4.8 5.712.8, 9.7 ._.~••' 12.7 ................. 
 1 2.2 •••••••• 7 9.1 21.,7,. ~ 8 .,.~._ 

• Inoci:tlatlons were made 20 lioun; oef!)ra loading. ',i,
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. The :flavor of the oorries was .tested at: destination,.~d sample lotS 
were teturned. to W~hington, D~ C., for further tests. In no in
jiI~ce couid any change in :flavor' be detected. 

In·the shipment reported in ,Figure 29, the control car arrived· a 
day later than ,the. test, car•. '. The records for the test, car were . taken 
after the. fruit had been exposed to an outside temperature of. more 
thl111. 70°F. for 20 hours, whereas those fnr the control car were 
t.aken'immediately after unloading. 'Despite this difierence in treat
ment, the control car showed practically the same percentage of rot 
as. the test car and a far'll 
high:er percentage of soft ~ gO 

bern2s. ,~ 
In the shipPllents de- ~ 60 U 

scribed in Figti:i:es 30, 31, ~ I~ 
and 32, the different cars ~JO r-... 
were uploaded at practi- ~ ~ cally the same time; the ~ 

0 
.i ~ ~records show 25 per cent ~ 

.1 

less soft berries and 42 " 9$ 

per cent less rotten ber
ries in the test car tban in n . 
the control car. 8fi 

T~e average percentage L\ 1\ J~ ( \
of soft berries for the top .t 77 

of the carbon dioxide cars ~ \ / '{.j \ V 
was lower than the aver- ~ tJ8 

age for the bottom of the ~ 
I'control cars. The average ~.r9 \\ 

percentage of rotten ber- ~ ~\ 
~, I-

,ries in the top of the test "so \ -~ cars was about halfway ~ C% 
- ---=::<'--

i'....J- ..",
between the average for 

41 , 
.. ~the bottom of the control 

" cars and the total average 
for the control cars. Con
verting these results into 

FIGUREl 28.-Carbon dioxide curves and temperatemperature values on the ture curves In an experiment with dewberries In 
80-quntt pony refrigerators, June 21 to 24,basis of the temperature 1929: a, Control refrigerator with 170 pounds 

curves of the control cars, of iCt!; b, refrigerator with 133 pounds of Ice 
and 35 pounds of solld. CO.; c, refrigerator with as has been outlined in 101 pounds of Ice and 36 pounds of Bolld CO.;
d, outside temperature. The refrigeratol' In 0the discussion for straw was the same as described .under c of Figure 6.

berries and peaches, it is The temperatures shown are the averages of 
records from the top and bottom layers offound that the solid car baskets 

bon dioxide had an effect 
upon the softeninO' of the fruit in 'the top of the car equal to that 

,Jof a reduction of i4° F. in temperature during the entire trip, and 
an effect upon the rots in the top of the car equal to that of a 
10° reduction in temperature during the entire trip. If it is assumed 
that the action of the solid carbon dioxide. was confined to the first 
36 hours after loading, it is estimated that during ~his perio~ there 
was an inhibitinu effect upon the softening of the fl'mt approxImately 
equal to that.of ~n average reduction in temperat~re <?f 26° and of a 
retarding actIon upon the rots equal to a 19° reductIOn ill temperature. 
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The temperatures in the tops' of the test cars were usually lower 
than those in .the tops of the control cars, but al~ay's f~r above the 
temperatures ill the bottoms of the control cars, mdicatmg that the 
red~ction in softening and decay in the test cars m~t have been 
largely due to the presence of the carbon dioxide gas. 
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FIGURE 20.-Carbon dioxide curvcs and tempcra
ture curves In nn experiment with dewberries 
shipped In standard refrigerator cars from 
Hamlet, N. C., June 11, 1928. The broken lines 
give the records for the carbon dioxide car, the
soUd lines the records tor the control car: to, 
Top center; tb, top bunker; bo, bottom center; 
bb, oottom bunker. The test car recel>ed, In
addition to standard icing, 815 pounds of solid 
co, held on a scatrold in the center of the car
sbout 16 Inches above the load. The control 
car required 2,340 pounds more Ice nt the reiclng
stations than the test car, not InclUding an 
extra 800 pounds that was added on account 
of the delay In unloading tile control car. Each 
ear contained 224 crates of berries 

Sample lots of fruit were 
held at outside tempera
turefor several days after 
removal from the cars,' and 
it was found that the dif
ferp.nces in firmness and 
decay at the time of un
loa.ding were fully main
tained under marketing 
conditions. 

In the shipment de
scribed in Figure 32 a 
blower or precooled car 
was used for comJ?arison 
with a carbon dioXIde car 
and a control car. In the 
shipment indicated in Fig
ure 33, a 'similarly, pre
cooled car was used for 
comparison with a carbon 
dioxide car. In the first 
shipment there were more 
soft berries in the blower 
car than in the control car, 
and in the second shipment 
as many soft berries in the 
bottom of the blower car 
as in the top of the car
Don dioxide car. In some 
instances the inhibition of 
the rot organisms wast· th b d' grea er In e car on IOX
ide car and in other in
stances greater in the
bl b t 'f ower car; u I an 
a,verage of the two cars is 
taken the results show a
t' h'b't' . th grea er In Ilion m e

carbon dioxide car in allTh' .t... 
cases. e average HUlI

bition of rots in the top of the carbon dioxide cars was about the same 
as that for the entire blower cars. 

EXPERDIENTS WITH OTHER FRUITS AND WITH VEGETABLES 

BLACKBEBBIES 

Small lots of blackberries were included in the tests described in 
Figures 3, 15, 19, and 20. The flavor of the fruit remained unaffected 
under all the conditions of these experiments, whereas, as already 
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poin~~ out in TabJe 6, the flavor of peaches under certaiIl;~of these 
conditions was spoiled. (See fig. 19.) " ... : 
Experiment~ were also made in which blackberries were held at. 

constant temperatures of 50° and 68° in maintained atmospheres 
contaiI$g.4Q per cep,t of carbon dio~de. The flay-or of '.thefruit 
was. normal after,treatment for 2 days an4 d~ubtful a~ ·68° aftet:3 
days. ~d at 50° aft,e~ ~ days. The l'.e!;jults mdicate that blackberrles 
will stand much longer .ex- 4D ' 

pos~e to high percentages ~ 
of, carbon dioxide .than ~ ~\
peaches. or strawberries, C:j.70 !I \\\yet it is evident that there ~ :
1S a definite li~tto their ~z \ 

Itolerance. ~ 
0 

I \\, 
I ~" I ,. ,

RASPBERRIES ~ / 0 ..I 
~ I

Small lots of red rasp I 
I r~ ~ berries were included in ~ 

the tests indicated in Fig

ure 27, and small lots of 

b6~h red and black rasp

berries were included m 77r-~~~-r--~----+---~---;. 

the tests reported in Fig
. ure 28. Under the carbon 
'dioxide treatments de
.' scribed for these experi

ments the flavor of. the 
red raspberries was af
fected as much as that of 
the strawberries Included 
in the same tests, whereas 
the flavor of the black rasp
berries was unaffected. 

BLUEBEIlIUES FIGURlD 30.-Carbon diOxide curves aDd tempers
ture curves In anexperinlent with dewberries 

W'ld bI b . shipped In standard refrigerator cars from
1 ue ernes were Hamlet, N. C., June 20,. 1928. The broken lines 

held at constant tem.tera._. give the records for the 'test car, the solId lines 
the records for the control ear: fO, Top eeuter;

tures of 50° and 68° . in til, top bunker; bo, bottom center; 1I11~ bottom . t· d h· bunker. The test car received, In adDition to mam a 1 n e. atmosp eres standard Icing, 940 pounds of Bolld CO, held
containinf7 40. per cent of on Bscalfold In the center of the car about 16 

~ Inches above the loae!. The control ear required
carbon dioxide. The test !l.500 pounds more' Ice at the .relclng st.atlODB 

68 ° tin d f wan the teat car. The control car carried 190 at was con ue or crates of berries, the test ear 224 crates 

six days and that at 50° .. 

for eight days, but no change in the flavor of tqe fruit could be de

tected as a result of the carDon dioxide treatment. 


Cl,l'RIL\NTS 

Small lots of currants were incl uded in the tests r~'ported in Figure 
28. The flavor remained normal under all the conditions described. 

APRICOTS 

Apricots were included in the tests described in Figure 28. At 
the end of the experiment it was found that their flavor had been 

http:contaiI$g.4Q
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affected by ,the carbon dioxide treatments, fully as lllUCh -as thai;,!()f
the peaches and red ras~berries.- ...,. ,.' .• : /~;1:'" 

c:. ..// 

EadyRichmondcherrieS' were included in. the tes~ reported in 
Figure 3, Blilckheat:t c~erries in"those ~'Fi~re '~7, and Bing Rnd 
.;Montmorency cherrIes' ill the tests descrIbedm FI~ures 27 and 28; 
~one of the carbon dioxide treatments in these varIOUS e~eriments 
J ~I'~o had. any evident effect 
M~ upon . the flavor of 
,,~ either the sweet or the 
~~.a:I sour varieties. 
\l~ Windsor c her ries 
~~ were held at 68° and 
~~ 0 50° F. in maintained 

atmospheres contain
ing 40 per cent of car

~~ bon dioxide. At 68° 
68I--If'IT~-'k--I--+--I--l:----t-:l:I~ I-- the cherries in carbon 
~ l\ 1\ ~~ ~ dioxide had a normal 

'I \ !!h.·~ flavor, as compared
~4.S>f---Hrft--'k--v...=--+--+-+---t-!~~ ~ /S" ~ with the controls, at 
~ I '~~ d;S~ \1\' ~~ "1'( K the end of five days, 
~ \\ \ ""~ ,~ but were slightly lD
~~I-----t-'\\,t\M-:-~-""I-.:;:..:::l~~+!...-+--t--'r::~b~=-_--i/o ~ sipid at the end of six 
~ tal '-...... '" I," ~c.-.,. = ~ days. The exp2riment 
~..,/_ ~~' 0 :--~:. -I-.., -- .s- ~ at 50° was discontin! '\.k........,.P..A. ___ __ ued . at the end. of eight 


~~'t::; . days, with the flavor 
3Z.L..~-"",-,..L-"'N!--1.-A-W-'-I'W'-J....A:-w-L-~-,-'-~-'N-'-A¥:-,-"-~-""-:-"o of the cherries in car;. 

'-':wE.. ""<-WE? ::k4'.,.", .,/VNE9 .............. bon dioxide still en-
FIGURE 31.-CarMn dIoxide curves and temperature til'ely normal. curves in an experiment with dewberries shipped In 

standard refrlgeratot' cars from Cameron, N.C.• June Bmg cherries were 
6, 1929. The broken lines give the reeords for the test 
car, the solid lines the records for tbe control car: exposed to 40 par cent 
tc, Top center; 1b, top bunker;' kl bottom center ; bb, of carbon dioxide for bottom bunker. The test car rece veil, In addition to 
the usual bunker ICing, 1,000 pounds of solid CO. two . days at 32°, 41°, C 

held on a scaffold In the center of the cor about 16 
Inches above the load. The test cor received 2 perc 50°, 59°, fl,nd 68° F., 
cent of snit at the shipping point. Each car contained without any Unpair
~24 crates of berries 

ment of flavor as com
pared with the controls. A part of the cherries from the vl).rious lots 
had been inoculated with Monilia when the experiment was started 
and were held at 50° in normal atmospher~ after the end of the 2-day 
treatment. It was found tha.t the rots on the cherries that had been 
held in carbon dioxide at 68° and 50° were much smaller than those 
on the controls held at a. temperature 18° lower, and tha.t the rots. 01). 

the cherries held in carbon dioxide at 50° were only slightly larger 
than those on the controls held at 32°. 

PLUMS AND PRUNES 

Wickson plums, purchased on the Washington market, were ex
posed to 40 per cent of carbon dioxide for 48 hours at 32°, 410 

, 50", 
59°, and 68° F. without any: impairment of flavor. A part of the 
fruit had been inoculated with Monilia, and after t.he 2-day treatment 
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. the ,different lots were removed 1from.the various temperatures and 
stored at 50° :in normal atmosphere."It ,!as.found .that the rots on 
the. plums that had been held m, carbon diOXIde at 68°, 59°, and 50° 
developed several hours later than those on the controls at tempera" 
tures 18° lower and that the rots on the fruit held in carbon dioxide 
at 50° were practically identical in size with those on the controls 
held at 32°. 
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FIOUBm 32.-Carbon dioxide curves and temperature curves In an experiment With 
dewberries shipped In standard refrigerator cars from Cameron, N. C., ..June 9, 
1930.: to. Top. center; tb, top bunker; bo... bottom center; bb. bottom "Dunker. 
The carbon dlo:dde car received 70.0. pounos of soUd CO. placed Ol~ a scalfold 
about 16 Incbes above the load. The carbon dioxide car received :l per cent of 
salt at the shipping point and tbe blower car 3 per cent. Each car carried :!!lO 
l!rates 

Italian Prunes, purchased on the Washington market, were ex
posed to 50 per cent carbon dioxide under constant-temperature 
conditions. In one experiment fruit held at a temperature of 66° 
F. had become rather insipid by the end of 7 days, but that held 
at 48° had retained its normal flavor at the end of 17 days. In 
another experiment fruit retained its normal flavor at 67° for 13 
days and at 49° for 17 days, but later developed a dry and slightly 
obJectionable taste at both temperatures. 
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In the summer· of 1930, ponY"l"efrigeratorexperiments were made 
at Wenatchee,Wash., witli :fresh Italian Prunes that had just been 
picked at a. proper .stage of maturity for commercial shipment. 
The refrigerators were ,of the type described in the legend of Figure 
6 and had capacity of 4 bushels: Half the .storage (3~ace 'Was filled 
with Italian Prunes and half with Bartlett pears. Two refrigel'a, 
tors were loaded and iced exactly alike, but one of them received 
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FtoUIUll SS.-Carbon dioxide Curves and' temperature curves In an e:lperlment wltb 
dewberries shipped in express refrigerator cars trom CameronJ N. C., June 17, 
1930: to, Top center; tb, top bunker; bo, bottom center; bo, bottom bunker. 
The low temperature at the bottom bunker of the carboll dioxide car may have 
been due to air currents resultlng from II. defective water trap. The ·carbon 
dioxide car received 530 pounds of' solid CO. plaCed on a scaffold about 16 Inches 
.above the load. The blower car received 400 pounds of salt at the shipping point
and the carbon dioxide car S15 pounds. Each car carried 280 crates 

a continuous stream of carbon dioxide gas from a carbon dioxide 
cylinder. The experiments were carried out in a laboratory where 
the temperature ranged between 70° and 80° F., averaging about 
75°. In the first experiment the fruit in the controll'efrigerator was 
cooled to 52° in about 24 hours with little further change in temper
ature; in the second experiment it was cooled to 55° in 24 hours and 
fell to 50° before the end of the experiment. The .fruit in the carbon 
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dioxide~ refrigerator 'was:usually: about 2' degrees warmer than'that in 
the control refrigerator~ 
, The carbon dioxide was run rapidly into the test refrigerator 
fora half hour j the rate was then decreased, until it balanced that 
of the leakage froni: the refrigerator. In the nrst experiment the 
carbon dioxide in the refrigerator was held at approximately 30 
per cent for the first 6 hours and at 20 per cent for the next 42 
hours j in the second experiment it was held at approximately 15 
per cent for the first 8 liours, at 12 per cent for the next 64 hours, 
and tapered off to 3 per cent by the end of the fourth day. 

In the, first experiment a part of the fruit was removed from the 
refrigerators at the end of 1 day, and, the remainder at the end 
of 2 days j in the second experiment a part of the fruit was removed 
at the end of 2 days, and tlieremainder at the end of 4: days. 

After remQval from the refrigerators the fruit was held at labora
tory temperatures. The prunes from the carbon dioxide refrigerator 
were firmer than the others and ripened more slowly j in order to 
bring the two lots to a like maturity, it was necessary to hold the 
control fruit ina refrigerator at 45° F. for several days, while the 
test fruit was ex:posed to an outside temperature of '15°. 

When fully rIpened, no difference in flavor could be detected 
between the fruit receiving any of the carbon dioxide treatments 
and that which had been held in, the control refrigerator. 

In both experiments needle inoculations were made with Monilia 
and Rhizopus, as described for peaches. In the first experiment 
the inoculated prunes were removed from the refrigerator and 
placed at the outside temperature at the end of 1 day, in the second 
experiment at the end of 4: days. In both experiments and with 
both fungi, the rots on the fruit from the carbon dioxide refrigerator 
were a full day later than those on the fruit from the control 
refrigerator, the 1-day treatment under the conditions of the first 
experiment causing somewhat greater delay than the 4-day treat
ment under the conditions of the second experiment. 

PEARS 

As already mentioned, half the refrigerator space in the experi
ments described above was given to Ba:rtlett pears. The pears had' 
been picked less than 24 hours before the experiments were started. 
Those of the first, experiment showed a pressure resistance of 17 
pounds and those of the second experiment a resistance of 15.6 
polinds. . . 

In both experiments pears were inoculated with Botrytis cinerea, 
held in the refrigerators the full period of the test, and then removed 
to room tem:perature. In both instances the rots on the fruit from 
the carbon dIoxide refrigerator were found to be almost exactly two 
days later than those on the fruit from the control refrigerator, in
dicating that the rots were held completely in check in the 2-da:y 
treatment of the first experiment but were not completely inhibited 
with the lower percentage of gas in the 4-day treatment 'of the second 
experiment. 
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In order to determine th~ effect, of the carbon dioxide treat
ments upon flavor and keeping quality, some of the pears were 
held in a warm room for immediate ripening and the remain
der placed in storage at 32° F. Sample lots were removed from 
storage on September 15 and October 11 and shipped to Wash
ington, D. C., by ordinary express; larger lots were removed 
to the Wenatchee laboratory on October 16 and. 24. In all cases 
the fruit that had been subjected to carbon dioxide was found 
to be firmer and to have less yellow in the ground color than 
that from the control refrigerators. The treated pears that were 
removed from storage October 16 and 24 showed an average resist
ance to pressure of 15.5 pounds and the untreated ones a resistance of 
12.2 pounds. When the different lots were held under suitable tem
perature conditions to bring them to a like maturity no difference in 
flavor could be detected between the treated and untreated fruit, 
regardless of whether ripened immediately or held in storage. 
'When the different lots were held at room temperature for six days 
after removal from storage it was found that the control fruit had a 
much higher percentage of internal breakdown and several times as 
many rots as the fruit that had been exposed to carbon dioxide. 

A third experiment was made with Bartlett pears in pony refriger
ators, but with the treated fruit inclosed in 9-quart jars. The experi- ~ 
ment was continued 64 hours, and 10 different carbon dioxide treat- . 
ments were given., varying in percentage of gas and in period of ex
posure, and rangmg all the way from 25 per cent for 12 hours to 25 
per cent for 24 hours, followed by 45 per cent for 40 hours. After 
removal from the experiment the pears were stored and sampled, as 
described above. No difference in flavor could be detected between 
the treated and untreated fruit. The pears of this experiment were 
slightly more mature than those of the first two experiments. 

Pony-refrigerator experiments, similar to those already reported 
for Italian Prunes and Bartlett pears, were made with Anjou pears 
and Jonathan apples. The fruit was cooled somewhat more slowly 
than in the previous experiments and the temperature in the carbon 
dioxide refrigerator averaged about 5° F. higher than that in the con
trol refrigerator. The carbon dioxide content of the air in the test 
refrigerator was maintained at practically 20 per cent throughout the 
experiment. Part of the fruit was removed at the end of one day 
and the remainder at the end of two days; each lot was taken im
mediately to cold storage. Sample lots of the fruit were removeil 
from storage on October 11 and shipped to Washington, D. C., b} 
ordinary express j the remainder was removed to the Wenatchee 
laboratory on November 10. 

It was extremely difficult to decide upon the flavor of the different 
lots of Anjou pears. as slight differences in maturity had a greater 
determining value than the carbon dioxide treatments and the varia
tion within the lot was much greater than that between the lots; but, 
on the whole, the percentage of pears that were somewhat lacking 
in flavor and juiciness was apparently larger with the treated fruit 
than with the untreated. No distinction could be made between the 
fruit that had received the carbon dioxide treatment for one day and 
that which had received it for two days. 

At the time of picking, the Anjou pears showed a pressure resist~ 
ance of 13 pounds. When removed from storage the treated fruit 
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showed a resistance of 12.4 pounds and the untreated a resistance of " 
12.2 pounds. After three days in a warm room the treated fruit .'
showed 8.. resistance of 10 pounds and the untreated a resistance of 
8.1 pounds. . . ,J 

A later picking of Anjou pears was made, and carbon dioxide treat

ments were given as described in the third. experiment for BartJett 

pears, with the sam~' wide range iI?- percentage p'f gas andperio~ of 

.exposure. The stormg and samp~ 'were carrIed out as descnbed 

'above for the Anjou pears. When fully ripe no difterence could be 

detected between the' flavor of the treated fruit and that of the un

treated fruit. The pears of t¥s expe~ent were ~li~htly ~ore ma

ture than those of the precedmg expenment! and It 'IS pOSSIble that 

this accounts for the fact that they stood the more extreme treat

ments with no evidence of reduced flavor. 


Seckel J?ears were included in the tests reported in Figures 16, 17, 
and 20, Wlthout impairment of flavor under any of the carbon diox .' 
ide treatments. 

In another experiment Seckel pears were held for 11 days at 66° 
F. in an atmosphere containing 50 per cent of carbon dioxide, and 

for 17 days at 48° in a similar atmosphere, without impairment in 

flavor or other evident injury. . 


In the summer of 1931 pony-refrigerator experiments similar to 

those reported for berries and peaches were made with freshly picked 

Bartlett pears from the Hudson River Valley. The temperature in 

the different refrigerators was practically the same, dropping to:50° 

F. in about 24 hours and remaining between 4,50 and 52° the re
mainder of the time. After three days' treatment .. the pears were 
placed in. storage at 32°F. Sinillar lots had been stored immediately 
at. that temperature, and other lots were held at outside mean tem
perature of approximately 65° for the three days and then stored at 
32°. After six weeks' storage it was found that fruit that had been 
exposed to an atmosphere in which the carbon dioxide content was 
about 50 per cent in the beginning and tapered off to 25 per cent at 
the end of 20 hours and to 10 per cent at the end of 30 hours was in 
~tter condition both as to firmness and as to the presence of internal 
bl.'eakdown than fruit that had been stored immediately at 32°. 
Pears that had. been held in an atmosphere containing 50 to 75 per 
cent carbon dioxide in the beginning and tapering oft. to 25 per cent 
in 40 hours and to 10 per cent in 50 to 60 hours showed a resistance 
to pressure 50 per cent greater than the immediately stored fruit and' 
had less than half as much internal breakdown. The fruit that was 
held at outside temperature for three daY'S and that. held in pony re
frigerators without carbon dioxide for three day!:! was much softer 
than the immediately stored fruit and had a far greater percentage 
of internal breakdown. No contrast in flavor was found between 
the pears from the difterent treatments when fruit of similar matu
rity was compared. 

APPLES 

As mentioned previously, Jonathan apples were included with the 

pears in the first Anjou experiment. The storing and sampling 

were carried out as already described. in that experiment. In the 

fruit shipped to Washington, D. C., it was found that the difterences 

within lots were greater than those between lots, yet on the whole the 
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treated fruit was firmer and had slightly less, flavor and juiciness 
than the untreated. Among the apples removed to the Wenatcq,ee 
laboratory no difference, could be detected in flavor or quality. 

The apples of the experiment described above were immature at 
picking tlIDe and came from orchards where the fruit is of noto
riouslypoor quality. A second experiment was made with Jonathan 
apples that were more mature and of better quality. The carbon 
dioxide treatments were given as described in the third experiment 
with, Bartlett pears, with the same wide range in the percentages 
of gas and in the periods of exposure. .After being held in storage, 
as described for the Anjou pears, sample lots were shipped to 'Vash
ington, D. C., and other lots were removed to the 'Venatchee labora
tory. The treated fruit was slightly filmer and made a better 
appearance than the untreated, and in all cases had fully as good 
flavor. 

Yellow Newtown apples were subjected to the carbon dioxide con
ditions reported in Figure 25, without impairment of flavor. 

In the fnll of 1931 pony-refrigerator experiments similar to those 
reported for berries and peaches were made with freshly picked 
Grimes Golden and Delicious apples from Virginia and Jonathan 
apples from Maryland imd from New York. After two days in the 
refrigerators the fruit was placed in storage at 300 to 320 F. with 
other lots that had been held at outside temperature. Additional 
lots were placed at 320 at the time of picking. After several months' 
storage the fruit that had been exposed to carbon dioxide was found 
to be in better condition as to firmness and freedom from soft scald 
and other diseases than fruit that had been placed immediately at 
320 while the fruit that had been delayed at outside temperature or 
held in refrigerators without carbon dIoxide was found to be softer 
and to have a higher percentage of decay. No contrast in flavor was 
found between the apples from the different treatments when fruit 
of similar maturity was compared. 

GRAPES 

Several varieties of grapes were tested and all showed extreme 
tolerance of carbon dioxide. Cornichon grapes were included in the 
experiment of Figure 4, Sultanina (Thompson Seedless) grapes in 
the experiments of Figures 14 and 15~ Catawba grapes in the experi
ment of Figure 16, and Concord and Malaga grapes in the experi
ment of Figure 20, with no apparent modification in flavor in any 
case. 

Experiments were also made at the constant temperatures with 
maintained percentages of carbon dioxide. In one test Sultanina 
grapes were subjected to 40 per cent carbon dioxide at 680 F. for five 
days and at 500 for seven days, and the flavor was still normal at the 
end of the experiment. 

In a second test Sultanina, Flame Tokay, Niagara, Delaware, and 
Concord grapes were held in 50 per cent carbon dioxide at 660 F., 
with no impairment in flavor at the end of 9 days, but with the first 
three varieties becoming overripe and somewhat insipid at the end 
of 12 days. Similar lots were held at 480 

, with no impairment in 
flavor at the end of 15 days, but with the Flame Tokay and Concord 

~., 
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varieties noticeably insipid at the end of 17 days and the Delaware 
at. the end of 20 days. 

In a. third experiment, Cornichon, Niagara, Concord, and Dela
ware grapes were held in 5.0 per cent carbon dioxide at 67° F., with 
good flayor at the end of 11 days and nothing more objectionable 
than sli~ht overripeness at the end of 13 days. Similar lots held at 
49° retamed good flavor at the end of 17 days, but were slightly over
ripe and losing flavor at the end of 20 days. 

In a fourth experiment, started later in the season (October 30), 
Flame Tokay and Concord gmpes were held in 50 per cent carbon 
dioxide for eight days at 68° and 50° F. At the end of the experi
ment the flavor of the Flame Tokay grapes was good at both temper
atures, and that of the Concord was good at 50° but slightly off 
Ilt 68°. 

In the last experiment, part of the grapes of each variety were in
oculated with Botrytis before the test was started. At the end of 
eight days the control lots had 100 per cent of infection at 68° F. 
!lnd about 90 per cent of infection at 50°, whereas the grapes held 
in 50 per cent carbon dioxide were entirely free from rot at both 
temperatures. The experiment indicates that the use of solid carbon 
dioxide should make it possible to greatly reduce grape rots in transit 
without affecting the flavor of the fruit. . . 

In storage experiments carried out in the i.all of 1931 it was found 
that shattering could be greatly reduced on Moore Early, Nia~ara, 
Concord, Worden, Delaware, and Golden Muscat grapes by a <lay's 
exposure to carbon dioxide gas. In most cases the period that the 
fruit could be held without shattering was doubled by the carbon 
dioxide treatments. 

ORANGES AND MANGOS 

Oranges and mangos were included in the tests reported in Figure 
25. The carbon dioxide treatments of this experiment had no evi
dent effect upon the flavor of either of these fruits. 

TOMATOES. STRING BEANS, AND PEAS 

Small lots of ripe tomatoes were included in the tests reported in 
Figure 26. The carbon dioxide treatments described for this experi
ment had no evident harmful effect upon the tomatoes. 

In one experiment string ?eans were- held at 68° F. in 46 per cent 
carbon dioxide for 24 hours; in another experiment string beans and 
peas were held at 72° in 30 per cent carbon dioxide for 48 hours, 
without impairment in flavor 01' condit!on. 

CORN. CARROTS. AND CAULIFLOWER 

Sweet corn was included in the tests reported in Figures 15, 17, 19, 
and 26. It was also included in the test in which beans were ex
posed to 46 per cent carbon dioxide for 24 hours at 68° F.; in other 
tests it was exposed to 40 per cen~ carbon dioxide for 48 hours at 
32°, 41°, 50°, 59°, and 68°. Several different varieties of sweet 
corn were used, and in all cases the corn that had been subjected to 
carbon dioxide was fresher and sweeter at the end of the storage test. 
than that which had been held in normal air. Its superior condi
tion wl.\s evident after cooking as well as before. 
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Carrots and cauliflower were held in 30 per cent carbon dioxide at 
72° F. for 48 hours. At the end of the experiment both the green 
and the edible parts of these treated products were much fre~her in 
appearance than were those of similar Imtreated ones. The carrots 
and cauliflower that had been subjected to carbon dioxide w'13re much 
sW13eter than the controls. This was evident before cooking and still 
more so afterwards. 'When cooked the treated carrots were dis
tinctly superior to the untreated. The treated cauliflower showed 
a slight reduction in flavor or odor that made the question of quality 
a matter of personal preference. 

DISCUSSION 

As pointed out in the beginning (l,). 1) the present investigation 
was undertaken with the hope of finding at least a partial remedy 
for the spoilage that results from the warm condition of fruit dur
ing the first hours after loading for shipment. The studies that 
have been reported emphasize th.e hazards that must be met in !tt
tempting to secure such a remedy by means of treatment with carbon 
dioxide. In order to give satisfactory inhibition of the rots it has 
been found desirable to have a concentration of carbon dioxide ap
proaching 25 per cent, but experiments have shown that the exposure 
of peaches or strawberries to 25 per cent of carbon dioxide gas for 
as long a period as 24 hours is liable to affect the flavor, especially 
if the fruit is held at the usual summer temperatures. This leaves 
but little margin for safety. By using solid carbon dioxide in suffi
cient quantities to insure the escape of most of the carbon dioxide 
gas from the car within 24 hours, it has been found possible to make 
!our e~perimental ~hillments with s~ra~berries and f.ive with peacp.es 
m which a very sIgnIficant reductIOn In rots and In the softenmg 
of the fruit was obtained without any appreciable effect upon the 
flavor of the fruit. Certain precautions were taken, however, which 
would be impracticable in commercial shipments. The shipments 
were followed in transit and frequent records taken of the gas con
centration. Moreover, the cars were examined in advance, and al
lowance was made for tightness and newness of construction. In 
some instances a [art of the solid carbon dioxide was placed in the 
bunker, on top 0 the ice, so that it could be conveniently removed 
if there was an indication of excess treatment. 

Despite its practical difficulties, it should be noted that, as com
pared with other methods of protecting the fruit during the first 
hours after loading, the carbon dioxide method has made a particu
larly good showing, indicating that even if the quantity of solid 
carbon dioxide was considerably reduced the treatment would still 
be more effective than any convenient method of precooling now 
available. Such a reduction would decrease the cost of the treat
ment as well as increase its safety. With the products mentioned 
in this bulletin, aside from peaches, apricots, strawberries, and red 
,'uspberries, this reduction would apparently pe unnecessary, and in 
fact the tolerance tests indicate that in many instances the severity 
of the treatment might be inoreased, if found desirable. , 

The efficacy of the carbon dioxide treatment is shown in Figure 34. 
'jlhe solid-line curves of this figure giv~ the average of the tempera

• 
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turesthat prevailed inthe control cars in 13 refrigerator-car experi
me.nts~ with strawberries" 5, with peaches, and 4 with dewberriel3~ 
Tliebroken lines inthelowerhal:f of the fig1,lre'give the approximate 
temperatures that would ,'have been required in the top of the test· 
ellp;; to have securedthe:inhibiti6n obtained by the use of $olidcarbon 
dioxide., The effect of 'the treatment trpf,>ll the softening 6fthe fruit 
in the,' top of thec~r.'was sqch as to justify, ah,"ypothetical temperature 
curve belo\vthe av:erage' for the bottom of 'the control cars. The· 
effect upon .the·rots 'inthe top of the test car was sufficient to bridge' 
about 75 per cent of '~30 , " 

the ,ga~ between the . ~ ('" 
results mthe top and ~ 20f!-1-'~''-+--+-'--+--I-''''-+--+--'-'--'l 
the bottom of the con- ~: , 

. trot cars and, to ,re:" ~ I "" 
quire a temperature ~ IOIi-~+--""_,,+--+---+---+-~+--; 

curve almost identi- tl ' .........
cal with th.atfor the ~ OL--_l..-_l..-_'-"-_L....-_L....-_L....---J 

bottom center of the 
control cars, averag

77 z.i iig~approximately 
10 degrees lower than 
the ~urve for the top 68 l\ 
of the control cars. ~ ,'\ 
. The hypothetical ~ $,9 \l K Ii 

temperaturec1.\rvesin- ~ , 
dicnte.the value of the ~ .~~' " ~ carbon dioxide treat~' !!l. $0 

ments, but it· is not ~ '\:: ----r---
considered that. they "."/ 

~ f.... L_ oS: 

give a proper picture ----I"-::~ ----- ---- ----:.. 
as to the time, when 
the inhibition actual- 32h 

Pol'f. , AI'f. Pol'f. AI'( POX • A"!.·' ,."- . - d FIJ!st' /MY .uawp a-fY rHI.eJ> /VII" _VOH PAY 

ly occurre " Within a . FICURE 34.-Cui'ves showlug average carbon dioxide' and
half hour to an hour temperature conditions, In 13 refrlgerator,carshlp

- di h ments-'-4 wIth strawberries, 5 with peaches,and 4 
Itf ter'roa ngt e car- with ,dewberries. '.rhe upper curve gives the average
bon dioxide. g'as h,a,d percentage of CO. gas where solid CO. was used. '·The..

solid -lines of the iower curves give the average tem
mounted to a per- peratures In the control cars: t, Top of car; be, bot

tom center; bb, bottom bunker; r, approximate temcentage that should peratures that would have been required In the top of 
° hObOtO the test cars to have produced the effects upon the'rots cause an mIl Ion that were actually obtained by the supJllementary use

of the rots equal to of solid co.; f, a slmUar record for the effects upon fr the rate of softening of the fruitIt Othat resu mg • om a -," '.' 
drop in temperature of 20° to 40° F.; this inhibition probably con
tinued in varying degrees from' 12 to .36 hours, leaving the control 
of the rots duriIigthe latter part of the shipping period to be deter
mined largely by temperatureo' The quickness . with which the. action 
?f the carnoll dioxide can be made effective is an important point ip
Its fa'vor. 

Mention has been made of the fact that the carbon dioxide treat-; 
ments ~em to !avor the preser,:"ationof the sugar content .. Chemi;. 
cal studles·are.m progress on thIs phase of the problemo 
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SUl\UtIARY 

Various fruits and vegetables have been subjected to different per,. 
centages of carbon dioxide, under a variety of temperature condi
tions, with the object of finding a method of decreasing the. spoilage 
that occurs in the first 24 to 36 hours after loading a warm produ,ct 
in a refrigerator car. The control of diseases and other forms' o.f 
sJ?oilage has been readily accomplished" but the effect of the carbon 
dlOxide upon the flavor of the product has been found to set definite 
limitations to this method of treatment. . 

The most serious limitations have been found with peaches, aprl
cots,strawberries, and red raspberries. Plums, cherries, blackber
ries, blueberries, black raspberries, currants, pears, apples, and 
oranges have shown a greater tolerance of the gas. Grapes, peas, 
sweet corn, and carrots have stood extreme treatments with 
particularly favorable results. 

The first objectionable effect resulting from excessive carbon di
oxide treatments was a slight loss of aroma. With more prolonged 
or severe treatments, this was followed by a still greater loss' ,0.£ 
flavor and sometimes by the development of an odor of fermentation 
or other objectionable quality. Products having a'definite and char
acteristic ,aroma were the most easily affected. 

High percentages ,of carbon dioxide were more harmful than 
lower ones; yet, with 25 per cent or more of the gas increase in con
centration did not greatly shorten the period of safe treatment. . 

The effect of the carbQIl dioxide upon the flavor increased with 
an increase in temperature in a manner that indicated a relationship' 
with general metabolic activities. Exposure of peacheu to 25 per 
cent or more of carbon dioxide for, 1 day at 17° F. had about the 

I, same. effect upon flavor as 2 days' exposure at 59°, 3 days' exposure 
at 50°, or 4 days' expO''lre at 41°. 

The flavor of peaches and strawberries remained normal in pony
refrigerator and other experiments where the carbon dioxide content 
of the air had fallen to 25 per cent by thtl end of· 12 hours and to 10 
per cent within 24 hours, but in cases where this treatment was 
greatly exceeded there was oft-en a question in regard tofla.vor. 
Apricots and red raspberries showed a similar susceptibility to in
jury, while all the other products that were tested showed It much 
greater tolerance of carbon dioxide, most of them a tolerance two to 
six times as greRt. 

With strawberries at temperatures ranging from 32° to 77° F.r 
Botrytis and Rhizopus rots were fairly well inhibited by 23 per 
cent of carbon dioxide and completely inhibited by 31 per cent 
or more of the gas. Botrytis inocula.tions on Bartlett pears a~d 
Monilia inoculations on Italian Prunes were held completely In 
check by 20 to, 30 per cent of carbon dioxide and greatly inhibited by 
12 to 15 per cent. . 

In a serhs of experiments with Monilia inoculations on p~aches' 
it was found that within the rangp, ,)f 10 to 50 par cent of carbon 
dioxide the average reduction in efficiency of the fungus wasa.p~ 
proximately twice that of the percentage of gas used. At 17° F., 
within a range of 10 to 40 per cent, the carbon dioxide had a~ effect 
upon Monilia rot approximately equivalent to that of reducmg the 

, 
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temperature as many degrees as the percentage of gas used. At lower 
temperatures the reduction in the efficiency of the fungus was equally 
great, if not greater, but the equivalent temperature reduction was 
necessarily less. 

Carbon dioxide was even more efficient in checking the softening 
of the fruit than in preventing the development of rots. With 25 per 
cent or more of the gas the softening of strawberries was almost· 
completely inhibited, and the softening of warm peaches was as 
greatly checked as by a drop in temperature of 18 degrees or more. 

In pony-refrigerator experiments, Bartlett pears and Grimes 
Golden, Jonathan, and Delicious apples were held as firm and a8 free 
from disease by initial carbon dioxide treatments as by immediate 
storage at 32° F. 

Carbon dioxide treatments have been found of value in preventing 
the shattering of grapes. 

Sweet corn, cauliflower, peaches, and carrots that had been exposed 
to carbon dioxide were found to be distinctly sweeter than those 
held in normal air at the same temperature. . 

Fourteen refrigerator-car experiments were made in which solid 
carbon dioxide was used as a supplementary refrigerant and as a 
source of carbon dioxide gas. Four of these were WIth strawberries, 
five with peaches, ahd five with dewberries. In one instance the 
carbon dioxide content of the air remained below 10 per cent, and 
in another instance it stood at about 15 per cent for several hours 
and fell below 10 per cent at the end of 12 hours; but in most cases 
it was above 20 per cent for 5 to 12 hours and above 10 per cent for 
15 to 24 hours. 

These carbon dioxide treatments had no objectionable effect upon 
flavor, but in two peach shipments that received the maximum treat
ment a slight change in flavor could be detected. when the fruit 
was held till fully ripened. 

The carbon dioxide treatments had an average effect upon the 
rots in the top of the car equivalent to a kwering of 10° F. in tem
perature throughout the trip, or to an average lowering of tempera
ture of 21° during the first 36 hours of the trip. 

The fruit in the top of the test cars showed greater firmness at 
destination than the fruit in the bottom of the control cars, despite 
the fact that the temperature in the bottom of the control cars• averaged about 13° F. lower than the temperature in the top of the 
same cars. 

The carbon dioxide treatments had a favorable effect upon the 
fruit in the bottom of the test car, as compared with fruit in a 
similar position in the control car; but in both cases this fruit was 
already well protected by the usual methods of cooling. 

Under the conditions of the shipping experiments reported, the 
inhibiting effect of the solid carbon dioxide has been almost entirely 
due to the carbon dioxide gas, the refrigerating effect of the solid 
~a!-,bon dioxide being largely offset by a slower melting of the ice 
m the bunkers. 
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